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Angry teenagers picket PCA office
By AARON DOYLE 
Review Staff Writer
A group of angry teenage 
picketers gathered outside the 
Peninsula Community Associa­
tion offices last Wednesday 
morning as tension centering 
around the PCA’s dory pro­
gram reached a peak.
The youths were led by 16- 
year-old Jamie Hortobagyi,
who built a wooden dory which 
PCA officials will not let him 
keep because he did not com­
plete the program as laid out in 
a contract.
The demonstration was the
ANGRY TEENAGE PICKETERS confront PCA executive director Jean Jones.
By SARAH THOMSON
Review Staff Wriier — — ——- ——
The crisis condition of ren­
ting property on Saanich Penin­
sula is worsening and will not 
get any belter according real 
estate authorities.
Thelma Davies has to find 
another hobby farm or a house 
with a large lot to rent by Oc­
tober for the couple's two 
teenage children, horses, 
chickens and pets. '
But it appears she and her 
husband are seeking the im­
possible — a reasonablj priced 
but nice rental property on the 
Saanich Peninsula. She is will­
ing to pay above average prices 
($700) if necessary.
At the beginning of the year, 
the Review reported ttic lack of 
low-income housing. At that 
time, sources said “two years 
ago. the housing situation on 
the Peninsula was so had people 
were living in tents.’’ i tiis lack 
of rental housing extend' itt all 
income brackets.
It appetus to be ju.* .>■« Iiard 
to rent an aparirncni or iuni.sc 
for $700 as it does to get one for 
$4(X).
In her search, Davies to 
look at a bungalow West
Saanicit Road. “In aiiuthcr 
place further down the roticl 
there was a young gn.N' living in a 
chicken coop, ami I don't know 
if the landlord was av\ are he was
there.,”, ■ ,
Bill Wannacott, a real estate 
agent for Century 21 in .Sidney, 
said the rental situation on the 
Peninsula has been bad for at 
least two years and will likely 
worsen as more people buy in­
stead of rent.
Laurie Larose, manager of 
Block Brothers, said “We have 
people walk in the front door of 
the office who are moving here 
and want to rent something 
while they look around for a 
house to buy. There’s nothing 
Continued on Page A 2
Addis ©.fi
Herb Addison was voted Sidney’s newest alderman in a 
sparsely attended poll June 28.
The 58-year-old retired naval lieutenant commander 
scored a landslide victory, receiving the nod from 310 out 
of 562 voters.
Saanich Peninsula Chamber of Commerce president 
Rick Roberts followed with 147 votes, then Bob Jones with . 
64 votes and Norm Jaeger with 39.
The 562 voters repre.sented an 11.77 per cent voter tur­
nout, which town administrator Geoff Logan said made it 
one of Sidney’s most poorly attended ballot,s ever.
l.ogan said the byclcction last June when former Aid. 
Stewart Mackay won a scat on council had a 23 per cent 
turnout.
He cited “other activities going on, the time of year, anti 
tltat “there are people on holiday’’ as po.ssible reasoi),s for 
the poor tiimoui. I he bycleelion w;i.s held during this 
year’s Sidney Days celebrations.
Addison, a 12 year Sidney resident, will serve the rc- 
inaining 17 monih.s of Mackay’s term. The June 28 byckjc- 
tion was sliitecr after Mackay resigned because of an 
employment opportunity in the Arctic,
Addison said in his platform liis top pr iority was “order­
ly development of the downtown core'' tind said he would 
also push for a better interchange at the Beacon 
Avcnuc,''| |ighway 17 intersection.
latest event in a controversy 
which has seethed since the 
creators of the program, Brian 
Wright and Brian Miller, resign­
ed in April. Their departure 
meant the remainding round of 
the current program required 
re-organization.
The highly-praised dory pro­
gram involves high-risk 
teenagers who sign a contract 
promising to build rowboats 
and take seamanship and safety 
training. After completion, they 
were to participate in a multi­
day sea journey and then allow­
ed to keep the craft.
Several of the participating 
teenagers feel the restructuring 
following the departure of 
Wright and Miller changed the 
terms of the agreement. PCA is 
not keeping its end of the 
bargain, the youths claim, 
believing that both the training 
and final trip will be watered 
down.
PCA Youth Services co­
ordinator Camille Martin says 
Hortobagyi met with her the 
day before the demonstration. 
“He told me he was not going 
to complete survival skills and 
participate in the trip,” said 
Martin. “There is no way we 
are going to give a kid w boat 
without teaching them how to 
use it.”
Dale Elliott, another teenager 
in the program, says, “We 
haven’t got any of the stuff 
that’s promised in the contract 
. . . (Martin) didn’t stick to her 
end of the deal.”
“She promised us survival 
skills ... we didn’t get them 
. . . radio skills . . . the only 
thing we got was a first aid 
course.”
PCA executive director Jean 
Jones says the program “will 
definitely all still happ-?!!’’ 
Power Squadron volunteers'of­
fered to take the group for three 
or four seamanship sessions, 
she said, and the two people 
who will be supervising the trip 
will also hold a series of Satur­
day practise sessions.
“We got promised a 10-day 
trip. Now it’s down to four 
days,” said Elliott.
“Two weeks would be too 
large an undertaking for these 
kids,” responded Jones.
“We want somebody ex­
perienced to take us on the 
trip,” said one teenager as the 
group swarmed outside the 
PCA offices, “somebody like 
Brian Wright.”
“Yeah, Brian Wright,” 
echoed another.
“Everything got screwed 
around when Brian Miller, 
Brian Wright and Jackie 
Chri,stenscn got canned,” Hor- 
tobagyisaid.
Hortobagyi is reportedly liv­
ing on Wright’s boat.
Wright and Miller resigned 
from the dory program so they 
could privatize their operation 
and, work indepctulcntly 
through a .society known as 
Whaletown Enterprises. PCA 
assistant youth services co­
ordinator Jackie Chri.sicnsen 
also announced her intention to 
leave the PCA to join 
Whaletown.
But, while still employed by
PCA, Jones said. Christensen 
spoke to people in the com­
munity about Whaletown’s 
plan. “We were concerned 
because we thougln there was a 
conflict of interest.”
According to Jones, 
Christensen agreed a conflict 
existed and resigned in April, 
several months before she had 
planned. Miller and Wright im­
mediately stepped down, and
work on the dories was 
postponed.
Several weeks of negotiation 
between the PCA and the 
original staff over finishing that 
round of llie program followed, 
with the PCA board ultimately 
opting for a proposal of Mar­
tin’s to complete the program 
without the original staff.









PINT-SIZED PATRIOT Jonnifer Foo, 2, ol SWnoy helps
By SARAH I HOMSON 
Review St.iI f Writer
A young, olTciuier was ar­
rested Qcl, 9, I'kSTtor break­
ing and entcriii!*, !heft, and 
possession of proper­
ly. Eight mom lb later, he 
was .sentenced to,,snc montii 
probation.
Sidney probiiiimi officer 
Sufitin Laiigois said “Hewas 
.'urcsted in “ici.'.c! ami 
should have betn slapped 
with somethiriA after it 
happened." ’
Sidney courihon'ie is not 
trying coses as qimkly as it 
s h o u I d , a ii rc c s A d- 
rninisttalivc JiKigt 1 >.S. Col-
lilLS.
Collins said lic i annoi pin
down the c,'ui.se of problems 
in bringing trials to court, He 
recently assigned Judge R.A. 
Metzger to work conscctiiive 
week.s at .Sidney couriltou.se 
“until the citd of the year to 
sec ease.s ore set down as they 
should.” H
Ideally, a ca.se should go to 
trial dt) days after first ap­
pearance, he noted, adding 
that this has not been hap- 
|)ci»ing hi SiUiicy,
Some cases take more titne 
to prepare, he said, Inn on 
tlu- whole,most ca.ses in 
Sidney arc left unhcartl for 
too long. “There are more 
po.stponemenis at Sidney 
than Victoria.”
At his lit,St court dale, Col­
lins sahi “I didn’t set any
....
ft'.,*,
trial date beyond Augu,St."
Poiiiponeinenis arc usually 
requested, he said, because 
witnesse.s are utiavailable, 
particularly in summer, or 
the case lakes lime to prepare 
for defence.
“The posiponernents .arc i
loo frequent — more than 
I’d like to see, bin I cannot 
identify the reasons."
Judge R.B. Allan has com" 
menied on ilte delriyi each 
lime he sits at .Sidney. At Ids
June 5 sitting, Allen noted he 
had I'onr applications for ad- 
journrncniH, “If I’d granted 
them, they would have all 
been tried one year after first 
appearance."
.Mien belicve.s .Sidney 
needs two (lays for court. 
Ciuwu Ihusecutoi Derek 
l.istcr and Collin', disagree,
Sidney lias Ho more 
remands or posiponemems 
lium Vicioriu, cuimleicil 
Lister, in relation f<L the 
number of days cases are 
heard m the loeal eonr- 
Ihonse.' , .
Collins said Sidney does 
not need an extra day. With 
Metzger overseeing ease 
scheduling, trials "will Ih' 
di*,posed of vy St bin 91) days if
at all possible."
Tito judge believes one 
reason for iltc large number 
of posipouemenl.s is because 
court administration was 
tasked will) setting the casc.s. 
“There lui.s beet) a turnover 
of staff, which gencntlly 
slows things down — but ilie 
blame can’t rest entirely with 
■‘'ihem."' ■
|.,;mgois said ilic delay is 
really litisitamig vvlicii deal- = 
ing w ith young offerKlers.
“li is pstrtjciilarly hard for 
vonng ' offenders )se(‘iunv« 
they have diffigiilty connec­
ting their offence with the! 
court appearance.”
,At first ttppearancc, the 
probation iv| iicer explained,
. Coniiuucd on. Page A'i' ,.
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Housing shortage worsens
Continued from Page A1 
there. Now they are coming in 
here and buying straight away.”
The rental situation gets 
worse as more people buy, she 
explained. More people are ar­
riving, creating activity, but not 
with rental vacancies.
A housing statistics report 
released by Canada Mortgage 
and Housing Corporation this 
month shows Sidney has the 
lowest vacancy rate in British
Columbia at 0.3 per cent. 
However, vacancies have doubl­
ed in Central Saanich since last 
year from 1.5 to 3.6 per cent.
But this vacancy rate in one 
municipality is not alleviating 
the chronic lack of housing for 
people in all income brackets.
There are no multiple-family 
dwellings in North Saanieh and 
no figures could be produced to 
indicate the number of rented 
houses available in that area.
SEPTtC TANK PROBLEMS?
Serving the Ssanich Peninsula
^THEY ARE. A HAZARD TO P£OPL£\ 
WHO CANT WALK AND CHEW
Sidney’s vacancy rate has 
dropped two per cent since last 
year. The average rent is more 
than $400, for a one- or two- 
bedroom apartment. This prices 
income-assisted people out of 
the market.
And Davies is getting 
desperate. “Even if someone 
could round up something with 
one acre. I don’t see why people 
who have vacant houses for sale 
can’t lease them — they think 
you are crazy.”
In comparison, Nanaimo has 
a vacancy rate of 7.5 per cent 
and Duncan 10.3.
Sidney adminstrator Geoff 
Logan said “there are a lot of 
residential areas zoned for 
multiple-family housing, if the 
owner wanted to tear down the 
existing structure and replace it 
with apartment buildings.”
A survey of rental ac­
commodation reveals there is 
not much selection on the 
Peninsula, with most apartment 
buildings in the low or high
So YOU SEE, CLIVES POSITION 
/S BASICALLY SELF-PRESEPVAVoN.
-------- --
price range — nothing in bet­
ween.
Higher priced townhouses 
and apartments like Resthaven- 
by-the-Sea, which start at $688 
per month, are just as booked 
up. One suite every two to three 
months will come up and there 
are waiting lists for them.
No new apartment or 
townhouse complexes are pro­
posed for construction for the 
purpose of renting.
Instead, real estate agents 
have noticed a sharp increase in 
the number of homes purchased 
in the area. And Wannacott 
said there is not much increase 
in the number of homes built 
here. “The public feel they can 
probably buy a used house, up 
until quite recently, cheaper 
than building themselves.”
Wannacott said he expects 
the market to even out in the 
next few months. The biggest 
market change has been in 
houses priced over $100,000. 
“These houses are really star­
ting to move.”
“The Aylard (project) would 
sell — no question,” said Wan­
nacott. “The market would 
easily absorb 70 or more dwell­
ings.”
Similar plans in the develop­
ment stage are a 36-townhouse 
construction near the Waddling 
Dog Inn and a 1300-acre 
townhouse and golf course 
devlopment near Butchart 
Gardens.
' 'S--. '' '
'"'xV .
SEVEN ORPHAN DUCKLINGS were taken to Shelley Smith 
to keep in her Love For Sale pet shop after their mother \«as 
hit and killed by a blue Honda Saturday. One woman 
rescued six of the confused babies and kept them safe in 
her coat pocket. A California tourist scrambled to find a 
seventh duckling hidden in a clump of grass near Sanscha 
hall. Smith estimates the tiny birds are not more than three 
days old. They were taken to a farm with a private bird sanc­
tuary.
Continued from Page A1 
the case is usually remanded, 
or put over, to allow the ac­
cused to obtain a law'yer. It
can be remanded again for 
the lawyer to get informa­
tion, and again to hear the 
plea. If the accused pleads 
not guilty, the case can be 
remanded for preliminary 
hearing and again for trial.
The number of remands 
can increase if the defence 
counsel or prosecutor seek 
additional postponements if 
the accused or a witness does 
not appear for the scheduled 
court dale.
“Young offenders arc part 
of the system and the kids 
keep going through it,” 
Langois said. “They, 
themselves, slow down the 
process but they have the 
right to piead not guilty even 
when they are, and to have a 
lawyer.”
“ The courts should punish 
quickly but it doesn't happen 
because of the remands,” the 
probation officer said. “Kids 
will walk away having got off 
on a technicality and it con­
tributes to their anti-social 
beliaviour."
Some ttflicials lutvc c.s- 
pressed concern that defence 
lawyers purposely seek 
postponements to destroy the 
credability of a witness’ 
memory and testimony.
Collins believes remand.s 
do iiot affect sentencing of 
offenders, “I' haven’t heard 
any complaints but there is 
always the danger a witness 
may not remember evacily 
, svhat Itappened.”
“In the next six inbnths, 
we sliould strive to get mat- 
ters in as quickly us possible 
to ensure the cases move as 
they should.”
■■miQiiiiHliwi—wMim
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PMff«,., YOU COULDVI^IN $10 million 
at TANNER’S today! Corner 4th & Beacon
Red Oak, Teak, Honduras, Mahogany, etc. — all kilnj 
dried in the rough or thickness planed.
PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD
WHOLE SALE & RETAIL
PAVING
HE HUFFED AND PUFFED, but Ron Vissers needed 
help from a generator to blow up a 22-foot tire on
ISBANM
GUARANTEED QUALITY WORK BACKED 
WITH 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
* DRIVEWAYS ® PLAY AREAS « TENNIS COURTS
• LINE PAINTING • CRACK FILLING ® PATCHING
• JET SEALING * RE-SURFACING
ISLAND ASPHALT LTD. 652-9211
. . . FREE ESTIMATES ... (24 HRS)
(Formerly OK Paving and Victoria Paving)
display at Sidney Tire Friday and Saturday. The tire 
is the largest T-A radial in the world.
Kids picket PCA
r
Continued from Page A1
fini.sh the program and they 
were rejected,” says Wright. 
“We tried to finisli the program 
for the agreed upon sums and 
they keep saying no.”
Jones said that after their 
resignation, Milier and Wright 
were asked to make a proposal 
to the PCA to finish the pro­
gram. Their proposal asked for 
S2,500 plus a “ballpark figure” 
of -Si,000 for materials, .Jones
for $1,675 for outstanding ser­
vices.”
Jones also said the PCA tried 
negotiating with the original 
volunteer staff to return 
materials including two dories, 
oars and. tools. “We have a 
lawyer looking at that right 
now,” she said.
With the dory program in 
limbo, PCA officials arc 
waiting to see if the teenagers
said. The new terms far exceed- involved will fini.slT the pro- 
cd the original contract, she gram.
said.
The Whaletown represen­
tatives, she added, stipulated 
that “if the PC.A did not accept 
this, wc would then receive a bill
“We have suggested they 
meet wjdV us to decide if they 
want to complete the com sc — 
but we haven’t heard back yet,” 
Jones said last week.
Lawyer walks away
under debate
Grave safety concerns were one reason that former 
volunteers resigned from the Peninsula Community: As.socia- 
tion’s dory program. Brian Wright told The Review.
The departing volunteer charge.s that the PCA wanted to 
use grey paint for the dories, which the organization could 
obtain for little cost. “The navy painl.s boats grey so you 
can’t see them,” said Wright, sayiiig a serious safety hazard 
:.wouli:f be created.,''7 7'. ; . 7. 7 ,
FRJA co-ordinator Camille Martin denied the allegation 
and said tiie boats had ali eady been painted green.
Wright and co-worker Brian Martin also said a PCA deci­
sion to economize by using cheap lifejackets was another 
reason behind their resignation. The PCA co-ordinator says, 
liowever, the lifejackets irsed were tho.se picked out by 
Wright.
Wriglu said he volunteered a considerable amount of time 
to make the dory program go, but only received $100 
renumcration for several months work.
PCA officials report Wright was never promised any 






TRICOLOR PROLAB LTD. AND 
ASSOCIATED STUDIOS OFFERS YOU TOP 
QUALITY PORTRAIT PACKAGES AT 
COMPETITIVE PRICES.
* Photographs arc taken in the comfort of a local 
professional |)holography studio, 
o Appointments available. No lineups.
® No Irigh pressure sales.
® No sitting fee.





a selection of previews.
® Additional packages available
Phone Peg for appointment








list price of in-stoclc 
“Lawn-Boy” Mowers
Serving Greater Victoria for 25 years
... ■'.■■W'-J".-, I., / ' ■ . V'Ur'’ r'.rV t
A Vicloria lawyer facing 
diingeroiis driving and imptiircd 
tlriving chtirgos afier an acci­
dent last .Inly in Central .Stianich 
“walked tiway” from lii;; trial 
trfter a key sviinc.ss lailed to 
show up til .Sidney Ih’o\'incial 
Coiirl .lime 26.
Delense counsel tor 1‘eier 
Nikolieh. .J2. nnule a snccessful 
iio-evitlcnce moiion tnul .liidge 
R,A,Mcjz.gcr ordered i!ic ca.se 
dismis.scd. J'lie nioiioii came 
nfier a request by crown counsel 
Derek l.dsicr for a ,-15-111111116,* ad- 
,, jonrnmcni so ihe tnissin)!
^ witness conid be proflnced was 
'* denied, ■
7 Nikolieh faced ilie cliarges as 
:i result of.'an incideni Itisi .Inly 
, 27 ill whicli, his : I‘D2 1.outs 
tillegedly crossed a I ligliway 17 
median aiui woniul iiiv tip,side 
tiown below tm emhankment
near I.7i‘.i Saa.iiieh h'oad:
I’lissenger Karen I lalc'wski, 
.26, Wits h<.'‘tpiiall/ed \ii(li 
broken ribs lollowing ihe eiiuJi. 
Tile $1.2,01)0 sports e.n wm. 
demolished,
Till’ lui'-Ainji wh ties'-, wa- 
erneial te» estal-ilishine lliai a 
hreallnily/ei lesl had been given 
Nikolieh wiihni iwo Itours iifiei
he w,'is driving, said ( isler. l ie 
added the wilness, tt loeal 
hiyman prescni at iIk* accideni 
secnc, was also essential to the 
crown’s ease fur ;i thangerous 
driving eunviciion.
The motion for a ,!5-mimne 
luljonrnmcni to prothiee the 
wiine.ss was mtide at ! 1 ;„Ts ;i.m.. 
he sail!. “We knew' the wiine.ss 
wiis going to lie at work at 
iioon.” , ,
: t.’cinriil Sti.'iiiieli I'oiiee CJiiel 
IJoh Miles said the wiuics.s wsis 
1101 , .sub|)oen,'ted aiuh merely 
received a letter of noiifieatioii, 
,so no action could lie taken 












Wi9’r« driwing hwppy this summor 
iHtCJUlHO wo wont to
^ Jtana^laii
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Cl I faco etiluo
Full Sorvirso h'lr ,7 
Rosthwvon ad Hathouf
6S6-5033
BEER FROM -l^O DGZ. • WINES FROM '‘I.DO BOTTLE
COOLERS *8.50 toOZ.
cnc.v ;,T I jOMieon cnew in oun rcACC with oun ,
GUIDANCt AND OUR EQUIPMENT. TAKES ONLY MINUTES, 
COMC SEE US TODAY!
9756 3rdl Street, Sidney, B.C. V8L 3A5
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The staged “picket line demonstration” enacted by 
several Sidney youths in front of the Peninsula Com­
munity Association offices last week unfortunately 
resulted in giving the popular and highly successful dory 
program an undeserved black eye.
For the past two months, since Brian Wright and 
Brian Miller resigned from their volunteer positions, the 
^dory program has been floundering — tossed upon a 
stormy sea of internal politics, bitter squabbling and at­
tempted media manipulation.
The issue boiled over when the three former workers 
strenuously lobbied the Review charging that PCA of­
ficials were double-dealing and advocating unsafe 
boating practices. Their arguments might have garnered 
more support had they not delved into the practice of 
half-truths and selective memory, like forgetting to tell 
reporters their proposal to finish the volunteer program 
hinged on being paid a sizable sum of money. They, in 
effect, were blackmailing the PCA, with the half- 
finished dories held hostage.
No one’s balking that Wright, Miller and former 
PCA staff member Jackie Christensen decided to 
privatize the program to try to make a few bucks. But, if 
they were genuinely concerned with the kids, why did 
they choose to do it midstream — just before the current 
session ended?
Their excuses, as quoted in a one-sided Times Col­
onist article last week, are fcable at best. The ex- 
volunteers claim they were “gravely concerned” over 
safety issues. But then they blast PCA officials for 
refusing to hand over boats to kids who have not com­
pleted seamanship training courses.
It would seem the underlying reason behind the action 
taken by Wright and Miller was to protest the forced 
resignation of Christensen from the PCA because of an 
alleged conflict of interest, and in their wake, fling some 
mud in an attempt to downgrade the local program.
Sour grapes are hard for us to swallow.
WE'P U{i£YatTot:E£P 






The town of Sidney wants to hear from its residents 
about a proposed change to the community plan — but 
only those residents who read a Victoria newspaper.
A July 7 public hearings about the creation of a pro­
posed new zoning designation, falling between single 
residential and multiple residential, is being advertised 
— not in Sidney’s newspaper of record but tucked away 
in a Victoria daily.
In the past, local councils have been accused of 
sidestepping the public by using other newspapers less 
widely read among local people to fulfill statutory re­
quirements that public hearings must be advertised in 
two consecutive editions.
The proposed amendment to the community plan 
creates a new designation known as “median density 
residential” and would allow approximately a dozen 
lots currently designated single-family residential a 
higher density (nine units an acre maximum). Mayor 
Norma Sealey says the change would allow cluster hous­
ing in order to preserve natural amenities existing on 
other areas of the lots.
Whether or not Sidney residents find the change con­




I am writing in response to a 
recent column by Hubert Beyer 
concering the threat of a U.S. 
tariff on Canadian lumber. 
Beyer is a syndicated columnist 
based in the legislative press 
gallery in Victoria.
Beyer suggests that the U.S. 
lumber protectionist lobby 
“may have a good case”, 
though he cautions that he may 
be labelled “unpatriotic” and 
“a traitor” for outlining what 
in his words are the “in­
disputable facts.”
Having been deeply involved 
in the lumber debate for several
years, a reading of Beyer’s 
analysis didn’t evoke that rec- 
tion. It did evoke dismay, 
however — dismay that such a 
widely-read columnist in B.C. is 
so sadly uninformed about the 
most important trade issue fac­
ing us today in this province.
The reason, perhaps, is that 
he didn’t go to much trouble to 
research the issue. His sole 
source of information seems to 
have been Bob Ni.xon, a fellow- 
journalist and colleague also 
stationed in the Victoria press 
gallery, .lournalists interviewing 
each other may save a lot of 
work, but it is no substitute for
r
COFI lets fly with misciimeci solve
VICTORIA — My. My, 
isn’t the Council of Forest In­
dustries defensive?
No sooner did I write a col­
umn on the industry’s 
misguided policies which have 
opened the door to U.S. pro­
tectionism, than Mike Ap.sey, 
COFl’s president and chief ex­
ecutive officer, trained his 
guns on me and let fly with a 
salvo.
Trouble is, the barrel turns 
out to have a 180-degrec bend 
in it, and the shell blew up in 
Apsey’.s face. Considering liis 
self-professed deep involve­
ment in the lumber debate 
“for several years,” 1 e.xpectcd 
a better response.
I’ir.st let me clarify Apsey’s 
concern with ttne of the people 
tnentioned in my colutmt. Bob 
Nixon, publisher of Forest 
Planning Canada, did indeed 
work for Orecnpeacc and the 
Sierrti C.’lub, I'or some reason, 
that seems to ilisquiilify Nixon 
from being an expert on 
forestry issues in Apsey’s opi­
nion.
I wouldn’t want As|tey to 
worry too nuich sibout Nixon’s 
ilualificaiion.'i. They include 
degrees in resource rnanagC' 
ineitt and environmental 
.science ami foiesiry, ami pro- 
fcs.sional mciiibci,siii|)s in the 
Society of American F'orcstei s 
and the Caiiodfan Institute of 
■■ Forestry. ■
linongh abtmt Nixon, ex- 
ecpi lo add tltat he wjisn’t tlic 
source of my inrormaihm. I 
simply (loulitecheektHl my 
research svith him.




so vehemently objected and 
which prompted him to say I 
should “make .some effort to 
.seek out the facts froth tho.se 
directly involved,” wa.s based 
on wbul I eoti.sidered a good 
source,
Mo.st of the figures and in­
formation I used were cx- 
traeted from annual reports of 
the B.C. forest mini,siry, Four 
of the five report.s I consulted 
were issued when the deputy 
minister wtis none other than 
Apsey.
On the otliet hand, if Apsey 
isn’t too sure of the informa­
tion he gave out while deputy 
forest minister, I’ll unders- 
land. There aiCiiOilier souiees 
to document the self-serving 
power the forest industry 
giants have exercised in this 
province |o the dcii imciii of its 
eiti/ens ever since the fiisi nee 
was chopped down.
I give you Al Hopwood, 
former president of the 
Assoeitition of B.C, IVofes-
sioriftl
Hopwood is the unihor of a 
report eominissioned by the 
Truck I loggers Associatioii of 
BT’. It i<; b.ased on IbtM and 
I9H5 data provided by the 
forest niinistry, During, his
research, Hopwood bad access 
to confidential ministry files 
by permission of former forest 
minister Tom Waierirmd,
The report is still seerct. Tlio 
ministry has, so far, refused to 
release it, which is not .surpris­
ing, considering its volatile 
content,
In so many vvords, the 
report .say.s that the public 
purse is being ripped off to the 
tunc of anywhere from 
million to $103 million a year, 
with the big boys of the in- 
dus try as the sole 
beneficiaries.
Aetna! work in our forests is 
increasingly done by small 
outfits niulr eontnici to the biii' 
forest companies. J’besc small 
firms agree to fall, buck. yard, 
skid and haul trees at an 
agreed-upon price.
The forest ministry, in turn, 
reimburses the big companies 
lor that contract work, fie- 
cording to a set apiuviisal for­
mula. Ideally, ilic acluai cost 
to tlic big companies vThaving 
the work done and the reim- 
Inirscrnent they get from the 
tnini.siry shorrld Ire abom the 
same, They aren’t.
Hopwood’s analysis involv­
ed only the Vancouver Fmesi
Region which includes the 
Lower Mainland and Van­
couver Island. He looked at 
eight tree farm licences, eight 
forest licences and a cut of 
four million cubic feet. He did 
not include the Oueen 
Charlotte portion of ilie 
region in his analysis.
Ba.sed on his findings in tlial 
o n e r c g i o n, H o (i w o o cl 
estimates tliai the big com­
panies collect between $6.3 and 
$103 million more a year titan 
they pay the comractors for 
doing their work on the west 
coast.
The study, Hopwood says, 
lakes a very conservative ap- 
praoch to the comparison of 
the ministry’s cost estimates 
and actual comraci rates.
“In nebulotis situations, 
licensees were favored. This 
approach was ntken to ensure 
that the results were above 
reprofich," the report says.
Unfortunately what I said in 
rny previous column stands. 
Thanks to the ill-advised prnc- 
liccfi of onr fnierst industry, 
aided and abetted by a govern­
ment unwilling or unable to 
.stand up to Ihe power iMokcrs, 
the U.S. may h.ave a gotnl ettse 
for eounterveiling chiiios on 
onr softwood, nasi rnlinii not- 
wiihsnmditig.
And nothing Ap.scy said in 
his letter, itliets that fjici.
digging out the facts and talking 
to tho.se directly involved.
Beyer seems to have been sen­
sitive on this point, be^cause he 
takes great pains to establish 
Nixon’s credentials as someone 
knowledgeable about the forest 
sector. He notes that Nixon 
publishes Forest Planning 
Magazine, which he boldly pro­
claims is a “truly uinbiased 
forum” for discussion of 
forestry issues.
Beyer doesn’t tell his readers 
about what Nixon was involved 
in before he started bis small 
magazine: his work for the 
Sierra Club, for Greenpeace, 
and for various other en­
vironmental groups. Had Beyer 
taken the trouble to include this 
information, bis readers may 
have had cause to question bis 
assertion that Nixon “will not 
allow political considerations to 
cloud ills judgmcni."
Beyer also dcjcs not tell bis 
rcadcr.s that (he comuervailing 
duty |)eiiiiori filed by U.S. 
lumber producers on May 19 is 
virtually the same as a petitioii 
field in 1982. After an extensive 
invc,stigation, the U,S. Depart­
ment of Commerce concluded 
that the timber pricing practices 
in Canada do not provide a sub­
sidy. Canada was and is com­
peting by the rules of fair trade.
Canadian lumber is able to 
compete in the U.S. market 
because of the favorable ex­
change rate, the high level of 
productivity in Canadian mills 
compared to their U.S. counter­
parts, and the species and quali­
ty of Canadian lumber products 
which are often preferred by 
U.S. homebuilders and con­
sumers.
The efforts of the protec­
tionist advocates in the U.S. 
have persisted. Their goal is to 
reduce competition and raise 
prices by having restrictions 
placed on Canadian lumber. If 
Beyer believes caving in to pro­
tectionist pre,ssure is really a 
solution, or that lumber is the 
only imported product under 
fire in the U.S., be clearly needs 
to do some more homework. 
T.M. Apsey
President and Chief Executive 
Officer




Open letter to Bill VanderZnIm
As a fellow Canadian and a 
former r>utchman, I urge you to 
reconsider your candidacy for 
the leadership of the Social 
Credit I’ttrty.
rite people of Briiisli Colum­
bia have endurcti 11 years of 
government by confroniaiion. 
If you were to become the party 
loader, 1 can see nothing but an 
escalation of thiS'discord. Your 
use of this tactic was obvious 
within each of your previous 
niinistries.
Fdncalion: A,sk the teaclurrs 
of this province and they will
tell yon the demise of education 
started with you at the helm.
I Inman Resources: I'hcre 
aren’t enough shovels to go 
around for (iie p<Hn', who have 
heen put in iluii position 
because of policies (hat you in­
itialed.
Municipal ,\l fairs: Tlie 
dcit\isc of any effectual govern­
ing al the municipal level began 
under your Icatlersbip. Island 
I'nisi bcgi'iii its slide into 
obscurity,
Ideasc slay with your famasy 
world so at least we can be pro­
ud of wliat you dt> well.
•lohn Huizinga 
Sidney B.C.
Come to tl'iinh, Vif api,u1 
from .some cheap shots, 
nothing is all he sliUl. Me 
didn’t counter one argiimcni I 
made. Btu then, how could he 
as the major source of the in­
formation I used?
■WIMWMMMWmiK MWUt WMlIMliMi
Letters to Editor 
W elcomed by Review
.'vj‘
J. Affore to tlie orlitrsr mmt be signed cdnlain 
the writer\s addre,ss and lelerihone number. 
Letters .should not exceed ?.fK) words in length 
and may be edited for clarity, legality or taste.
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easli low needed fo curb cots
HUGH’S VIEWS:
HUGH NASH v: : .
In our neighborhood we have a problem which I’d like to 
share with you because I believe it applies to more than just 
our urban enclave.
Last week 1 received a letter from our Mayor, Mel 
Couvelier of Saanich, stating that a neighborhood couple 
recently visited his office. They told him, he said, that bark­
ing dogs near their home were affecting the wife’s health, and 
she had doctors’ certificates to prove it.
So Couvelier, a candidate for the province’s premiership, 
wrote to liomeowners within a five- or si.x-house radius of his 
visitors and asked us that if we happened to own a yappy dog 
to please quiet it down in a “spirit of neighborhood co­
operation.
We don’t own a dog but 1 hope that whomever does catches 
the “spirit’’ and muzzles the beast. Far too maity household 
pets are on the loose filling the air with discord, fouling the 
earth with feces, generally creating bad vibes with their 
presence and it’s high time someone did something about it.
Couvelier has taken a small step in the right direction but 
he, and other politicians wishing to make points for future 
profit, should go further and tackle a problem beside which 
the barking of dogs pales into insignificance — the problem 
of cats.
Cats outnumber dogs about 10 to one in most areas but it’s 
always the dogs that get the flak and that’s unfair.
Dogs are usually in bed at a decent hour. Cats are out yowl­
ing ail night.
A dog will leave a mess in the middle of a lawn where you 
can gel a shove! under it. Cats think vegetable gardens are lit­
ter boxes or they sneak behind shrubs to do their business. It
requires a dollop of bushwltacking to get to the source of the 
stench. Then the space is too small in whieh to wield a shovel 
and you invariably step on mounded deposits no matter how 
careful you are.
It has been scientifically proven in study after study that eat 
hair causes more allergies than dog hair or parakeet feathers. 
Yet dogs must be leashed and parakeets are caged.
Cats must be controlled. It’s time to mount a province-wide 
campaign, backed by politicians no matter to what office they 
aspire, to enact leash laws for cats.
If legislation was passed throughout the province which re­
quired cats to remain indoors or, when outdoors on walksecs, 
firmly affixed to a leash and accompanied by a responsible 
adult, British Columbia’s fame as an environmentally safe 
province would attract more tourists, and their monev. than a 
hundred EXPOs.
Later this year thousands of ex-E.\PO employees could 
have new jobs designing and making leashes, manufacturing 
little licences to hang around each cal’s neck (yes, licensing 
the beasts is a must), plus printing new regulations, the forms 
to go with them and public education pamphlets.
Other previously unemployed citizens could set up and man 
separate pounds, or cat houses, to hold the errant animals 
picked up by legions of cat catchers. To get the message 
across, people could be hired to promote cat control to .school 
children and give cat talks to adults in service clubs.
For only a few hours each day, cats could be allowed 
unleashed in their own backyards. Our reeling construction 
industry would be put back on its feci building a glass- 
smooth, 10-foot-high unscalable, backy;u d fences.
Cat owners need not feel put upon by these new restric­
tions. They too will benefit.
Instead of sitting in stuffy homes counting fireplace sparks 
or gawking at TV, they would be out walking their cals, 
breathing lungfulls of fresh air, exploring the backroads of 
their neighborhoods — places perhaps previously known only 
to their pets.
Yes, indeed. A leash law for cals would provide a cleaner, 
healthier, more prosperous and happier community for us all 










® Salads Subs &
® Pies Sandwiches
® Party Trays
ASK ABOUT OUR CATERING 
\ 2367 Beacon Ave. 656-9922
Local support helps conquer cancer
Editor:
The April Flelp Conquer 
Cancer campaign of the Cana­
dian Cancer Society is over for
this year. A complete door-to- 
door residential and business 
canvass wa.s conducted in 
Sidney and North Saanich. This 
was accomplished by more than 
225 volunteers canvassers and 
organizers who gavewillingly of
their time.
The April campaign has two 
main goals. The first is to pro­
vide information on thework of 
the Canadian Cancer Society in 
education and research. Per­
sonal contact by the canvassers 
helps to achieve this goal. The 
second goal is to raise funds for 
the society’s vital work.
I am pleased to report this 
year’s campaign in Sidney and
North Saanich raised more than 
$32,000. This amount is an in­
crease of 10 per cent over last 
year and reflects the continuing 
concern everyone has about 
cancer.
On behalf of the Canadian 
Cancer Society I would like to 
thank the people of Sidney and 
North Saanich for their 
generous support. 1 would ex- 
pecially like to thank the
volunteer workers whose 
dedication made this year’s 
campaign such a success. The 
theme of this year’s campaign 
was 1 ogether 'We’re Winning. 
Our results will help make this 
possible.
J.M. (Jim) Cummming, 
Cm d re ( Re t d ) 
Campaign Chairman 
Sidney and North Saanich Br .
Canadians Cancer Society
mmp mpi fo®
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Cancel iny subscription to 
your paper. As a reader of the 
Review since the 1930s, I find it 
a bit ridiculous that a small 
local paper should turn, with 
the rest of the media, into a left 
leaning socialist rag. Your latest 






I Opinion articles on issues of concern to Review 
I readers are vyelcomcd by the Review. Opinion 
pieces should bc niarkcd Opinion and must be sign- 
i ed, contain the writer’s address and a telephone 
i; number where the writer can be reached. Opinion 
I pieces shouid not exceed 600 words in length and 




"Yon krunv, it’s not fair: , .summnr FINAI.LY nr- 
rivos. , .thnni Arnold ejots otjt hS«'bnacb atllro, and till 
wo ean do is pray fur snpw!”\ ,
OUR VERY (JWN Sandy the Seal will be centre .stage at Expo 
sometime this summer to promote the Saauidt Peninsula, thanks to 
chamber of commerce pro.sidcnt Rick Roberts .... .SOME 
THINGS JUST WON’T WAIT. Remember tliat ,story on Sicily’s 
band conductor Hilary Coupland who intended to put delivering 
babies on hold so she could travcl to Expo with her band students? 
Well, she didn’t make it. Third daughter, weighing in at 7 lbs. 15 
oz. took priority. Congrats. . . . .OOPS, Iasi week the Review in- , 
correctly staled Parents in Crisis would not coniimrc without funds 
from communiiy bingo, It is Victoria Child Sexual Abu.se Centre 
which relies heavily on bingo funds. . , . .CONORATUl..,M'IONS 
to Jim and May \Vakefield, who celebrated their 5()ih wedding an­
niversary last week. The Wakefields htts'c lived in Sidney for 50 
years. They sl.arted n quartet, the 'foe Tickler^, in PXI6, which 
played for more than a decade tu local siiots like Deep Cove Chalet. 
May also used to write the society column for the licview. , . . 
.tOKE OF TIP' WEEK prtn'itled by ;Tnc nf ciur M\’ul reader'; wh.o 
asked to remain anonymous, (We wonder why!): A mouse and her 
child were talking about the French immersion problem in Saanich 
School District. Sutldenly a ctit appetircil. “Bow wow." said the 
moilier mouse, I'he cat ran away. “See,” said the mother mouse icr 
h e r c h i I d v ' ‘ t h c tt d v a n t ti g e o ,f ti n c x t r tt 
language.’’. . . . .Cuotm, ... .Otik Bay resideiti Lady Pamela 
Norton, wlio keep.s an ol'iseivani eye turned to Peninsula happen­
ing,s wrote in la.st Week seeking informaiiori on some unusual 
. thistles growing in the front gartlen of a residence acros'i the sireci 
froin the Stonchousc Ibjh in Deep Cove, Site noted the roses grow-, 
ing out of the home’s rooftop, bui was iriore interested in learning 
ahoul the "Canoe Cove carnivcroiis eaclii" with “pretty, silvery 
lighi green leaves' ihtti feel like satin to the touch htii wliicli neetl io 
he ,approached will) greal cimtioii,'' 'rhe owner (if the hoiisei she 
says, (hiiiks'lhc plants duvoiir insects and mighi even be a ihretti lo 
.small cliildien and pels. "I le claims that liie one he grew the year, 
previonsly rctichcd a hcighi of II feci." Any botani.sis oui theie 
who can ideniify die mysterious plants can give its a call ai 'Hie 
Review, , , . ..X I'l'l I’lNG END for ti fitness cnihusiasi was given 
' Lornn McCulIogh la'O week by l*nnonmia Leisure ('enire co- 
workers and recreation commission rnornhers. apon her reiiremeni 
n s it f i t II ess i II s 1 r ii e j o i' . 
Beginning at Stnisclni Hall in 1971 and later al die eenfre, la'irna 
single-haiitlctlly was lesponsilile for whipping classc.s of out-of- 
shapc'i back into sluipe, For her dedication she was ptciciiictl w idi a 
plaque. . . , .A HUGl;. BOU(,)UI’.T of diaiiks lo Peninsula 
Celebrations Commit tec members for (reaiing m. all to imoilier siu- 
cessful Sidney Days over lire long weekciuL .A. spcci.-il iqiof the ha' 
to Don Triveil, Bremla Claike, .loan Bea(ii(* .md Dick Reynolds 
forihcii e.Mta effort. , , , .(.'I’.NTBAI. SAANIC'II iildemam Erie 
Lewis was itnni/ed and dismayetl to find Cenir.'d Sainiieh iJoesn't 
cxi.si. At least not aeeording to a TouiiMii Association of Van- 
eOuT'er IsFind pnblieriPon, 'Ihe I'lm Tinu", piilViivlted ri emmei't-ihe; 
at tract ion-with-ihe-town imirism game listing, Btitdnni's Garden as 
a .Saanich .sue. I evyis said lie lell “np in arms" ahoiii the misiakt;. 
"What's die pphit in,proinotions,if Ceniial Saanich Is.not known 
til e.sislV' , , . . , .'‘l 1 lllCill !a. ! (GGl. o.i'ving eliiniaaonThiiiLS 
. recently KuHyMalion and' Neil Siothard wetc tnaiset.1 for their 
notable effoi'is in singles ,events wliile, K’aic Gower; and iulic 
.Icspensen gviu. uiniicniioncd and imnoiic,cd. Cionci ,lqdi ili',,o 
vuuldli’t hei|i iml , !c«;i a ililji'. luil fed sirn-n. (tic pall ivoo dicil 
' Woinens.l.)onblc Sctjli,event by I,*’seconds! ,
TOVi/N OF SirjNEY
NOTICE
The Council is considering lOe issuance ol a Development 
Permit foi the St, Elizabeih'.s Cliurch, 1003Q TTird Street, to 
allow the construction of a steeple some 54 teel above ground 
level. This height exceeds the limit contained in the bylaw by 
about 24 feet. If any persons wish to object to the issuance of 
the Development Permit, they should do so in writing to the 
undersigned by 4 p.m. July 11th, 1986.
G.S Logan. A.C.I S 
Town Administrator 
Tovirn of Sidney 























HHE BEST FOR YOU
SAANICHTON
7806 SAANICH ROAD





chocolates WOULD BE 
. PLdFLtM'FOH AGIFTOR. 
JUST PLLAUSL YOU:DLSEnVE
4 SOMOHING SPECIAL ■
■ anrn L':>iu.ii:.ruri.rN WILL rUi'fiiaN . 
r Lcrni.M n.'.cAf.inN cAKti ron you 
ici ciu.AMunr.nrtaiLvnAKKD
VILLAGE GANDY






CANADA GRADE ‘A’ BONELESS BEEF
BONELESS BLADE
Mi l■i^lllf||'|l■llmr riilli«<iB»imiitiliijlWiiiiw<miMiiiiijLiMLjiLlJjXj_LI_-L.




THRIFTY FOODS would like to thank all the customers 
and readers who voted us “BEST GROCERY STORE 
FOR SERVICE AND SELECT/O/V” and top of the 
Readers’ Poll for “PRICE AND QUALITY” \n Monday 
Magazines “Salute to the Best’’ June 19-25/86 Issue. 
WE COULDN’T DO IT WITHOUT YOU!
CLOVER LEAF CHUNK LIGHT
CA®DAORAdE “A!^ BONELESS TUNA












Reg. or Light........................................... 1 Litre
ROYALE
BATHROOM TISSUE
;:pegy!aror Tenderized  .............. 1.10 per 100g ® lb. j Breasts, Bone-In.






White or 60% Whole Wheat 570g Loaf w'
2y2. oz. size^ TSOg bag .. pkg
aiD SWEID REGULAR
rn i i ig>»
?V9 oz., 75Qg Bag. ..........................
PRONTO
PAPER TOWELS2 Roll pkg.......
TIDE OR OXYDOL
POWDER DETERGENT Q48















I KELLOGG’S ifSOQ|SPECIAL ‘K’ ALBATROSS.BABY CLAMS,«J8® '
1 KELLOGG’S QQ






CORN FLAKES........ sssg ^
GEflUINE IMPORTED S":
STONEWARE
e Oven to table convenience ■ Mw
« Dishwasher and microwave safe M || w w
5-PCE. PLACE SA
SETTING ONLY...........TT






1 OLD LONDON Jl it 0MELBA TOAST,.    T® FINAL WEEK INSTORE
MAIL ORDER FORMS WILL BE AVAILABLE
TROPHY DELUXE
MIXED NUTSS
IJULIA m aaPARMESAN CHEESE . .,,1^^
1 QREENWWAY ..^70
GRANOLA r®
master ROUND UP f* Q O
DOG FOOD ..n3
MASTER ROUND UP JICJQDOG FOOD . J®®
QTOlIPPPn'Q Spftn A MontbolW, R
OIUUI'I LUO pollubinfl. Prlrn.ivoni, -fl ft B
I.Hiinonu Floionlino “3 J Jj B
ENTREES,....,,..... ,.....£ 1
MCCORMICK’S ,JI7ol
CHIPS & MIDDLES ,„.,.o,TT
1 OLD DUTCH AlOli**POTATO CHIPS. . 88^ MASTER ROUND UP TJ /IA
CAT FOOD ,
MCCORMICK'S . J TolPUFFS.,...,.,.,....,.o,r®
1 GRANTHAM’S H Q
j LEMON JUICE ,...750
MASTER ROUND UP ; _
GOLD AWARD 9/MO 
DOG FOOD , «5g fc/ OO
"^'LVAN 1
MINERAL 3 Flavours KfiC!
WATER 760 mL........................DO 1
j RICE MIXES
kfSAFT Ulllil II»I,ANIJM
. . CATAI.INA Ji Ar)LIQUID aoi.ai:NCAMAn "fl Ho
X Ztstv ITAtlAN H
DRESSINGS.,.,....... ...soomL ■
SNO CREST FROZEN ‘ ' 1
WHOLE KERNEL HI 381
CORN............ tkfl 1 j
I lactantia AO
UNSALTED MACARONl-St ETiqcCHEESE DINNER . 2zsg O J
SNO CREST FROZEN ft ft 1PETITE PEAS...... ., J ®®
1 COOMBES castle JIOO
DEVON CREME.......
ISLAND FARMS ' . #^0 0ICE CREAM flU,.,“,„..„.,2^®
PRAIRIE FRE.SH PACK jffcftfti
PEROGIES







1 McVITIES •»» a
1 GINGER SNAPS ,oJ8® ROYALE MAN SIZEFACIAL TISSUE,,. J8®
NABOB AQOS
r^ACKTCC RiO-Pineor
Extra Flii0 ,,,.3fin^ j
1 SUGAmPE «
i PRUNE NECTAR .. ....,u DEODORANT , ‘| B8
1" SOAP...............,MiJlli Pack " 1 ■
CHEF'S FAVO'unifii 1




Large Size . ea.
CALIFORNIA WHOLE
u|10“12"16,.. . . ...;. . . .... . i 40® *<9
MEXICAN








Sidney RCMP had nothing 
but praise for Parkland students 
after grad festivities went off 
without a single complaint last 
week.
“We’re very pleased,’’ said 
Staff Sergeant John Penz, ad­
ding the evening had been one 
of the smoothest running grad 
celebrations ever in the area. He 
cited good organization and 
good co-operation between the
grad 'Committee and RCMP 
liaison officer as key factors in 
the success of this year’s event.
Penz also praised organizers 
of the busing program for the 
celebration. Noting that pro­
blems at Stelly’s grad festivities 
had been largely caused by out­
siders, he added “It’s obvious 
the local louts either didn’t 
know about it, or stayed 
away.’’
^ ^ 1 Wrly/t^Aw f ^
TJ^E BEST NUTS IN
GOTTHE
PETER BAILEY 
and staff of 
SIDNEY PHYSIOTHERAPY CLINIC














Hours: Mon-Thurs 11-8:30 pm Fri & Sat 11-10 pm Sun 12-8:30 pm
^RENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 652-0443
TEA FOR TWO HUNDRED. Thanks to the organization 
of Norah Cook (right) and Gwen Harrop (left), North 
Saanich celebrated its 21st birthday July 1 with a tea 
party. Former mayors wives Jean Cummings, wife of 
the first mayor, Pat Davis, Rubymay Parrott, Alvina 
Westwood and Gwen Harrop helped pour tea at the 
levee. Visitors enjoyed two giant birthday cakes, tree 
planting and flag raising ceremonies.
BIKER INJURED 
A local motorcyclist wound 
up in hospital after striking a 
car while coming out of a- 
driveway last week. Donald 
Husak, 35, was taken to 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital 
after a collision with a Victoria 
driver in a lane off MacDonald 
Park Road.
MORE BEERTAKEN 
Thirsty burglars not patient 
enough to brew their own struck 
the Quarterdeck restaurant at 
Van Isle Marina two nights 
earlier, taking only two cases of 
beer.
NO POT LUCK 
Two American tourists who 
took the Anacortes ferry on 
their way to Expo wound up in­
stead in Sidney RCMP cells 
after being caught by customs 
officials in possession of a small 
amount of marijuana June 27.
NOTSO GRAND OPENING 
A homebrewing business set 
to open in Sidney last week was 
opened a day early — by a 
burglar.
Someone pried open a 
double-bolted side door of tiie 
new Canadian U-Brew store on 
Third Street ovcrniglit on June 
26 and siolo a small tiiianiiiy of 
bcci-inaking items.
Owner Ron Ulmer said Ihe 
thieves misiakcnly believed 
there would lie heer or w ine on 
the premises.
“Unfoiiiinaiely, we hadn’t 
even opened ilie crates and 
taken stock,“ he said, “So we 
don’t retilly know yei what's 
missing.’'
“It's pretty disa)>poiniiiig lo 
lie broken into even before 
-.we've opened ihe dooi,” said 
Ulmer, The siorc’s grand open­
ing was especied to be deIil^cd 
by a,few days, Ite noted .
fikm ■'Sm
AUTOB&E
Central Saanich proved in­
hospitable to an Alberta visitor 
who had $2,000 worth of diving 
and camera equipment stolen 
from his camper last week, 
s The door of the camper was 
pried open as it sat outside a 
Brentwood Heights residence 
June 25, and a complete 
drysuit, regulator : airtank and 
$500 worth t of camera equip­
ment disappeared.
Another nearby vehicle was 
also broken into, but nothing 








• good arch support
• super comfort
• great in sand
• non marking for decks
$1498















DItY FlU' " i«i&,rnifs!
Mr, Marvin C, Sltalosky piesldent of R.I.S. 
F'oods Inc., announces that Echo Food Sy.stems 
Inc. of Parksville, B.C, is now the exclusive sub- 
distributor for Vancouver Island for the Dryl'ryCS) 
Ovtin and all other products distributed by R.I.S. 
Food Systems Inc The Dry Fry® Oven Is a state 
of tlie art oven lliat rooks fr(?nch fries and many 
other foods by tumbling the product through a 
stream of liol air. Tests prove that finished pro­
ducts have far iewer calories than when cooked 
by most couventlonai tnelhods,
Contact Mr, Rangvald Aanectad ,
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Stocks flock to lucreose, 
zonlrig fight not over
YOU CAN’T AFFORD 
TO TRAVEL 
WITHOUT US.
The big surprise 
is the price.
Samsonite’
We guarantee ill %
PENINSULA LUGGAGE
RETAIL SALES & REPAIRS






advice on all your 
eye wear needs
® Large selection of fashion eyewear 
• Prompt, professional and courteous 
service
® Competitive prices 
« Eye examinations can be arranged 
locally
Mon.-Fri. 9-1 & 2-5:30 
Sat. 10-2 Closed Sunday
TRAFALGAR SQUARE
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL
7103 W. Saanich Rd. 652-6222
HELEN ANDERSEN
PAINTINGS
Bert Stocks is invited to at­
tend Central Saanich council' 
July 7 to defend the condition 
of his property, but Stocks says 
he might not show up.
Stocks’ property at the corner 
of Keating and Central Saanich 
Roads has been the subject of 
numerous petitions drafted by 
angry neighbors complaining of 
odors, piles of manure, car 
bodies and unsightly premises.
Municipal administrator Gay 
Wheeler says members of coun­
cil viewed the property, and, 
under the Highways Scenic Im­
provement Act and a municipal 
nuisance bylaw, council can 
order the property cleaned up.
Stocks is invited to show 
cause why the debris should not 
be removed.
He started clean-up on his 
corner property a week before 
receiving the invitation to coun­
cil, he said. A pile of boxes was 
burned and a couple vehicles 
removed.
Chickens are the main cause 
of odors, he says, but they will 
stay. In fact. Stocks plans to in­
crease his flock.
The property is zoned 
agricultural and farms produce 
odors, he says. Neighbors cir­
culated a petitiois against Stocks 
when he wanted to rezpne the 
property to industrial. “As far 
as I’m concerned this is what 
they want — a farm.”
Aid. Ruth Arnaud says 
Stocks’ stated objective in the 
past was “to stink his neighbors 
out.” He has the right to fight 




VOLUNTEERS STILL NEEDED 
656-5203 652-0631
r ■; TICKETJNFORMATION: 656-471:2^
ADVERKSIWG SPONSORED BY SIDNEY ASSOCIATION 
OF MERCHANTS and SEAPORT MARINA
not at the expense of his 
neighbors.
“I think it looks somewhat 
untidy. . . but what bothers me 
is the odor,” says Arnaud after 
inspecting Stocks’ lot. In addi­
tion to manure and garbage, she 
noted, there was a pile of what 
appeared to be fish entrails and 
crab, - leg shells.
There does not seem to be any 
health hazard, she said, just a 
nuisance.
Stocks approached Central
Saanich council in 1985 to 
rezone his land to industrial. 
That proposal was rejected but 
a later application to rezone to 
residential passed two readings.
A public hearing is the next 
step in the rezoning process, 
and Stocks must pay $500 
towards advertising costs.
Stocks says he won’t pay the 
$500 and vowed to maintain a 
“PU” campaign while the pro- 







Bert Stocks says he’d consider paying the $500 to advertise 
a public hearing to rezone his farm land if the money could be 
placed in trust until rezoning was passed by Central Saanich 
council.
“I haven’t got $500 to throw down the toilet,V’ says Stocks, 
adding there is no guarantee rezoning will pass third and 
fourth readings.
A proposal to rezone Stocks’ property to residential pas.sed 
two readings, and a public hearing is the next step.
“I have to farm it,” says Stocks in defence of his farmyard. 
“I have to raise chickens because I’m not allowed to raise pigs 
here according to the health board.”
Although the land is zoned agricultural, he must derive at 
least $1600 annual income from the land to qualify for farm 
tax rates. If not, he has to pay $2,500 a year.
In the past he raised pigs, and currently keeps chickens, to 
reduce his annual tax rate to about $500. He must keep farm­
ing, he says, or be rezoned residential and sell.
“Nobody would buy this place as a farm,” notes Stocks. If 
someone did, “they would pay to rezone and make a million. 
Aldermen do it.”
No Say on Signs
Sidney Association of Mer­
chants will not be taking a stand 
on the controversial sidewalk 
sign bylaw issue.
“We made a motion that we 
wouldn’t take a position and it 
was the decision of the majori­
ty,” said member Clive Tanner.
Marilyn Erickson, owner of 
The Collector, said “SAM 
decided it was more a marketing 
group and didn’t want to get in­
volved in political issues.
She disagrees with SAM’s 
decision. “I feel that part of 
SAM’s mandate is to promote 
business in Sidney and sandwich 
board signs help the businesses 
down the side streets.”
Sidney Natural Foods, owned 
by Sidney Aid. Cy Relph, 
resigned from SAM because of 
the lack of support over the 
sidewalk sign issue.
FACIALS 520'"'
® PEDICURES ®20.00 
• ROSA GRAF 
After Sun Moisturizer 
REG.16®*N0W®8°®
Gift Certificates avaiiabie \ ~ 3LMfL
BOOK YOUR APPOiNTMENT TODAY 656-2233 KITTtN
Open Mon.-Sat.9am-5 pm 108-2506 Beacon Ave.SdlOh
WATER POLITICS 
A resolution to allow 
agricultural irrigation connec­
tions at the discretion of Central 
Saanich engineering department 
was recommended to council.
This could create a political 
situation where farmers feel 
personal politics a f feet 
municipal judgment, speculated 
Aid. Eric Lewis. “It will even­
tually come back to us,” he 
said. “I’ll bet a dollar to 
donuts.”
LEGACY FUND 
Central Saanich council re­
quested municipal staff forward 
an application to the Expo 
Legacy Committee for a Legacy 
Fund grant.
The requested $515,000 grant 
will be applied to a proposed 
cultural centre in Brentwood 
Bay. The centre is to encompass 
a larger library and seniors ac­
tivity centre, plus arts and crafts 
rooms.
BAND BACKS MOTEL
Tsawout Band council ap­
proved sewer and water connec­
tion with Central Saanich 
systems for a motel currently 
under construction by Charles 
Danbrook, president of West- 
wind Estates Ltd.
Central Saanich council ap­
proved the application for con­
nection in principle.
Delays over connection of the 
new motel established on band 
lands have been the result of 
confused jurisdiction over 
development standards on band 
lands.
Aid. Mike Creasy said 
waiting for approval from 
Tsawout council was a matter 
of protocol.
;u:,;:>:..:NO MONEY:./.'.: , , ;v,.
Council won’t be con­
tributing $259 to a proposed 
Capital Regional District Urban 
Suitability Study of the 
Langford area.
The study was to determine 
the use of the Highlands in 
Langford as a residential 
development area, taking the 
pre.ssure off development of 
agricultural lands on the Penin­
sula.
Aid. Eric Lewis surmi.sed if 
council agreed to give CliD 
money for a study it would be 
on the “hot list” as a future 
money resource for CRD ac­
tivities.
WAS JOHN DEAN RIGHT?
His gravestone reads:
"It is a rotten world, artful politicians are it's bane, it’s saving grace is the 
artlessness of the young and the wonders of the sky, (March 28, 1943) '
Now. 43 years later some artful politicians are exploltihg the wording of John 
Dean's deed to justify the ruin of this Provincial Park,
It was deeded fo the enjoyment of all, not for the 
construction of water towers and pipelines.
Unless wo speak up now, this priceless asset will be 
needlessly maligned, There am alternatives.





/ Please write the
NHon. Jack Kempf;
Min. LP, & H..
Hon, Hugh Curtis,
Ml-A Saanich & Islands
««»*»**’*'
THIS NOTICE PLACED BY THE FRIENDS OF JOHN DEAN PARK'
Wednesday, July 2, 1986
HOMECOMING celebrations at Claremont Secondary School’s 25th anniversary last 
weekend were a “great success” says organizer Helen White. About 1,200 people attend­
ed the day-long festivities, including a dozen from the school’s originat 1961-62 grad class. 
Pictured are the original staff: Carl Bennell, John Clark, Maurice Connor, Margaret Hardy, 















Council moved at its June 23 
meeting to allow part of Beacon 
Avenue to be blocked off June 
29 for the Sidney Association of 
Merchants to hold its giant 
sidewalk sale — but not before 
Aid. Cy Relph voiced his objec­
tions, charging that council was 
discriminating after having pro­
hibited folding portable signs.
Relph said the tables used in 
the sale are “folding devices” 
like the outlawed signs. “Those 
tables loaded with goods could 
easily be tipped,” said Relph, 
arguing this would leave the 
town open to lawsuits.
“I don’t see how you could 
possibly allow this in view of 
what you have not allowed in 
the past,” said Relph.
Mayor Norma Sealey argu'ed 
that Relph wasn’t - addressing 




NORA MADDOCKS, left and her staff DIANNE HAWKINS and 
DARRELL RIEGER, are providing a local professional word pro­
cessing service bureau and a government certified private 
training institute in their office on Beacon Ave. in Sidney.
In addition lo offering complete word processing services, 
day and night classes with 100% hands-on word processing 
training, courses on Micom/Philips equipment is available. 
Nora is a professionally qualified consultant in office automa­
tion with extensive senior level experience with large corpora­






BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C. SMITTY’S SIDNEY, MEW IV8AMAGER
PORTPLANS 
Council also moved to keep 
discussion of the Three Port of 
Sidney proposals received by 
the deadline in camera for the 
next six weeks. Sealey said 
details of the proposals will be 
made public al the end of that 
period, and that council’s 
private discussions would in­
clude debate on what type of 
professional consulting to seek.
NEW ZONING 
Sidney council gave first and 
second reading June 2.3 to a 
bylaw that would alter the com­
munity plan by creating a new 
“median density residential” 
designation.
The change would apply lo 
approximately a dozen lots cur­
rently zoned single family 
residential. If the communiiy 
plan change is made those lot- 
owners can apply individually 
to have their properly rezoned 
as median density, allowing a 
maximum nine tiniis per acre, 
Mayor Norma Sealey says the 
iniermodiaie classificaiion 
would lu'rmit clusiet Itousing 
and allow namral amenities like 
trees to be piescrved in oilier 
areas of the lots,
ED KOENIG, with 25 years experience in: restaurant and 
hotel industry; has assumed complete management of Smitty’s ; 
t Restaurant on Beacon Ave. Ed was involved in the planning 
and completion of Smitty's and the Emerald Isle Motor Inn, and ; 
has been managing the complex since its completion in May 
/ T. ,.y
A nevv salad bar and many weekly specials have been added -
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E ST A T E S
MINI TO MAXI 
ENGINE REPAIRS LTD.
BOB MOriGAN has moved his business to larger premises on 
Duraerne Road ot( Veyaness Rd. in Central Saanich,
Bob and his staff, ART MORGAN, HUGH LYONS and AN- 
DREA JOHNSON, offer a 3-bay full service and repair facility for 
cliain saws, lawn and garden equipinenl, autos, large trucks 
and faim eqtiipmenl. ^
WHEN YOU’VE WAITED LONG ENOUGH
come home lo Cloake Hill and delight in the finest view 
property available today. Unsurpassed vistas that provide a 
tranquil setting for the home you’ve dreamed of. Every 2 
acre property enjoys privacy and sunshine and an 
opportunily id create a personal statement, This offering oh 
premier estate lots will (•lever be duplicated so please'act 
now. The prices ol $44,900. to $104,900 rellecl a sincere 
desire to allovy others to pursue a life of quality,
iiiiiii
r'l ' \ I ■ LfVj'il'V l'^
DOUG CAMPBELL NATICNAI. KliAl.BTAIE SERVICE MARTEN HOLST
65C-1556 656“5584 ese-TSO?
MAPLES GALLERY OPENS 
IN BRENTWOOD BAY
PAUL QUINN biiiigj ovur 20 yO(i,is.uK|>ononcu ut} wn ailist 
and grtllnry opnrnfot lo MnpIrjR Gnllmy on Rfjnvonuto Avo 
Maplos Giiilory.wHi Do fociialng on Icjcal tino arts and crafts 
wiilion goiiici /nonitily »jxfiibiiioijii dusignod lo croalu groafor in- 
tofOfst in ihonriB. ^ ^ ‘
NEW r-ACER
Using Dopailrnont. If you nm oporiing a novy, buBlnoss,' axpandlng 
your proRonl hiwInnsR nr having n changn Iti mftnriqomrmt, con­
tact Tho Rnviow Advinrtiging Doparlrilimt «t Afilfi-llfiil.
656-1151
MliatMlllU^^
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“THE MEN’S SHOP” 
behind the Landmark Bldg, on 2nd ST.







FINANCIAL SERVICES SINCE 1921
Specialist in 
T-Bills, Bonds, Stocks 
Mutual Funds, RRSP, RRIF
CALL
John Gowans or John Down 
at 384-9321




JOHN A. BRUCE Sr.
Wishes to announce that he 
has retired from his notarial practice 




2481 Beacon Ave. Sidney
He v/armiy thanks his clients for their support 
over the years.
'1^
NEW QUEEN AND PRINCESSES. Miss Sidney Anita Frederiksen, sponsored by 
Christine Laurent, was crowned Saturday night with Tia Chipper, sponsored by Block 












PAGEANT CONTESTANTS MODELLED a: variety of MISS SIDNEY, ANITA FREDERIKSEN receives her
\
«4' '








We bake our own on the 
premises daily just for you 
Come in today, you'll be glad you 
did.
BRENTWOOD SHOPPING CENTRE 652-1192
HURRY! Last Week’s Two For1V2 coupon 
Expires on Friday, July 4/86
u&h’ A
A string of other recent thefts 
in the Sidney area claimed aiv 
$!!00 Benetto racing bicycle-;, 
■sloicn from a Fourth StreeF 
garage June 23. Two days'® 
earlier a wallet containing $60.,; 
w;is stolen from a car parked on'/ 
I'ourth Street. ■■{
Throe i'lag.s were stolen frenn,^ 
the Sanclowit Rticelrack lot .Inne 
23, ineludin.g one American, 
one Canadian, tincl one Expo*,! 
fhig. An Amcrie.an flag also/ 
w;is taken from the roof of a-' 
local store three dtiy.s later. / 
Thieves tilso made off with a 
2 A ho r s e p o w e r .! o It n s o n
Setihorse motor from theSiihiey 
go\ ernsnent whtu f .Iitne 26,
■aMiiMBiwiaBiiaiiiHiMiiwmMwaiHMiiiwwwMiMaBagwiiK^^
m n It
Hi, we’re Ann, Simon and Ghef 
Michael O’ Hanley from the 
Stonehouse Pub in North 
Saanich.















W© have found that advorlising now ideas, now specials and 
newpoopio keeps tho community Inforrfied an what's happening 










Little People Main Street
For offordnblo ndvortislng that will get you 
rosijtts. call The Review at 656 *1151
mmim Our business is helping you( business grow 
through advertising.
4th and Beacon
Open Evory Day 
8 am *10 pm
Wednesday, July 2, 1986 THE REVIEW Page All
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NOT JUST CLOWNING 
AROUND - Carol Pelkey and 
her sisters washed cars in 
costume in Brentwood last 
week to help pay for a trip to 
Disneyland for their mother 











Canada Safeway Ltd. has no 
intention of closing its Greater 
Victoria stores, says Don Bell, 
director of media relations for 
Safeway.
Referring to a Times Colonist 
larticle. Bell said “the story is in- 
j accurate.”
! “No one contacted us at all. 
iThey must have seen a copy of 
ithe letter which we sent to our 
employees and lifted passages.
I “The letter (from Division 
(Manager Bruce f^coll) didn’t 
'make any specific mention of 
(closing the stores. ’ ’
Bell said the issue is wage 
parity with non-union stores, 
not closing the stores entirely. 
“The viability of stores is 
threatened because we are not 
able to compete.
“We have indicated we want 
to sit down and discuss it (wage 
parity) with the unions;”
. Bell stressed there was no 
-(threat of any other closures. 
jTwo stores closed Saturday — 
jJames Bay and Esquimau.
! Competition from non-union 
(stores, which are expanding 
Jquickly, is causing-Safeway to 
'“look at their number one pro- 
‘blem — alter cost disparity in 
• .wages.”
In Sidney, Bell said. Thrifty 
Foods opened up a store within
two blocks of Safeway. “Thrif­
ty is a non-union competitor.”
A series of ongoing meetings 
between Safeway and the 
unions is slated for this month. 
“Wage parity is a serious pro­
blem and we are pointing that 






V^e stock Peterson 
Field Guides to:
- Western Birds










For May. In recognition 
and appreciation of 
courteous, friendly, 
helpful service to the 
public.






& Whales $«| 050







o Best price on the Island
• Best workmanship on the Island 
® We have the largest selection of
Shoe cream, laces ^ shoe cosmetics 
on, the Island. '
• Drop in and see our new lines of shoes
Boflcon PlaxR 2320 
Membfir Sidney Afiwe. 
ol Merclianls sm
656-5115 
Mon.»Sflt. ft nm-5:30 pm 
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I 1 X 6 X 4'#2 a better (NO hole) cedar FENCING........................... ^
#2 & better (NO HOLE) CEDAR FENCING .
#2 & BETTER (NO HOLE) CEDAR FENCING .4 . . . . .i Y ^ »
1 X 8 X 4^ y/2 6 BETTER (NO HOLE) CEDAR FENCING ....................,...99*i
1 X 8 X 5* f/2 a BETTER (NO HOLE) CEDAR FENCING . .4 . .
1 X 8 X 6* V2 & BEITER (NO HOLE) CEDAR FENCING ..... .....
& : ‘INSmTENCP’"
(PRE FABRICATED FENCE PANELS)
ST’x’^s ..... :^29.95;
(SEE PHOTO <■ V'
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NEW YARD JULY 5. REFRESHMENTS
i
2126 KEATING X ROAD ,Noxr .oco-op,
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4x8x3/4” oak 2 sides 

































1 X 2 S4S
COMMON ..................
1 X 3 S4S
COMMON ....................... peril.
1 X 4 S4S
COMMON FIR ..............  per ft.
1x6 S4S «|
COMMON FIR...... . per ft IQ
1x8 S4S ^ 4







































100 SO. FT. ROLLS
50 Ib.
only 90 lb. GREY GREENBLACK, RED
only
FENGING




fi fi Q5 5
ONLY










CEDAR FENCE BOARDS SUNWOOD POSTS
l x 6 x 4’
ea 4 X 4 X 7 
4 X 4 X 8’ . 
ea. 4 X 4 X 10’
1x6x6’ 






8 ft...... . ...................... . srasOfS.
10 ft. ..... . ... ......... . S74S .. « ea.
12 ft. ........._ ___ $099. . ea.
Heavyweight
8 ft S-fi 5199
10 ft ^$i799B'V ott














1”x 36”x 25’... .
2”x 36"' •’ : swa
FEATURES HARDWOOD HANDLES, 
PNEUMATIC TIRE AND SEAMLESS TRAY
4 CUBIC FOOT.......... ONLY



















15% off all purchases excluding tobacco, 
proscriptions, magazines and sale items. 
Blood Pressure Clinic provided by Sidney 




(Top) Barrie Philbrook and Jim Leach 
from Blue Peter Pub hammer up a 
storm. (Far right) Home cooking smells 
permeated the air on Beacon Avenue’s 
sidewalk sale. (Centre) SS Leaky was, 
but got Parkland school students Vance 
Smith and John Carley to the finish line. 
(Bottom right) An unscheduled 
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240 Walt Integrated Stereo 
Amplifier with Infrared 
Vtflioloss Remote Control; 
AM/FM Stereo Tuner will) 
Quartz Dlgltnl Synthesizer 
Tuning, 16 Prosots and Scan 
Feature; Double Cossotto 
Dook with Hlflh-Spond Dubb” 
Irig, Dolby Noise Roductlan, 
Aulo I ape Select and LLD 
moler; Fully Aulomatic Unfear 
Tracking Turntable complete 
with/Cnrtrirtgn; and n d-way'
■■ Speaker Syatorn.












FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 
SERVING VANCOUVER ISLAND





Full slate of events at Sidney Days
Despite unsettled weather, 
sportsmen displayed their pro­
wess in many endeavors during 
Sidney Days 1986 activities.
In Sunday tennis, Jonathan 
Hunter won the open singles 
event, beating Scott Remmer 6- 
1, 6-3. In doubles Lee Robson
ADAMS ELECTRONICS






Mon. - Fri. 9:00-5:00 Sat. 8:30 -1:00





Get the reds, yellows, 
pinks, greys, all the 
latest fashions in the 
latest colors at...
SIDHEY
mms WEMimS'.;' fWfeSE SSn? Ell
Across from Sidney Super Foods 
r.,.n 2506 BEACON AVE.
656-4413
PANORAMA
SUR4SVIER FITNESS CLASS 
DROP-IN SCHEDULE 







intense No Hop 





10:10 • I1:10ani (B) 
5:30 • S:25pm 
6:30 • 7:?5pm 
7:30 • 8:45pm
7:00 • 8:00am 
S:30 • 6:2Spm 
6:30 • 7:25pm 
7:30* B:15pm
MONDAY 
Intense No Hop 
Moderate No Hop 
Moderate/Intense 
Mild No Hop 







intense No Hop 0:00 - lD:00am fO)
Moderate No Hop 10:10 • 11;l0am IB)
Modorata/lntenae 5:30* B:25pm
Mild No Hop 6:30 • 7:25pm
Aerobics A Weights 7:30 • 8:45pm
BRING YOUR BODY — WE’LL KEEP 
YOU FIT ALL SUMMER LONG
7:00 • 8:00am 
5:39 • 6:2Spm 
8:39- 7:2Spm 
7:30 • S:15pm
9:00 • 10:00am (B) 





CALL 656-2255 FOR SCHEDULE INFORMATION
BE THE PERSON YOU’VE 
ALWAYS WANTED TO BE!











and scan Hern beat the father 
and son team of Jeff and Allen 
Zerr 6-3, 6-2. Mixed doubles 
went to Rick and Phillipa Hud­
son beating out Jonathan 
Hunter and Corrine Donaldson 
6-4, 6-4.
Winner of the Sidney Anglers 
Salmon Derby was Bill Price 
with a 17 pound three-ounce 
catch and winning a tip for two 
onboard the Lakewood out of 
Oak Bay. Anna Kosick landed a 
12 lb. three ouncer for heaviest 
catch in womens division and 
junior Kevin Parker weighed in 
with a 14 lb. three ounce 
salmon.
Fifteen teams entered Glen 
Meadows Pro-Am golf tourna­
ment June 24. Each team had 
one professional and three 
amateur golfers. The title was 
taken again by 1985 tourney 
winners Gorge Vale Golf Club 
lead by pro Jim Cook. Winning 
Low Pro, Jon Mahovalic kept 
an even 72 par.
Sidney Rowdies Cricket Club 
stole the Review Challenge Cup 
title from North Saanich 
Gentlemen for the second year 
at a score of 84-76. Rev. Don 
Malins scored 28 points for 
Sidney with Ron Harsley show­
ing excellent bowling skills and 
field work against the 
Gentlemen. For North Saanich 
Chris Doman scored 26 and 
Simon Deane 27 points.
Hotel Sidney Rowing Regatta 
doubles race winners were; 
Michelle and Jean Gaudin, first 
at 9.58; Graham and Cathy 
Herbert, 10.38; Ted Thompson 
and Bill Hayward, 11.09.
Under 12 children event win­
ners were: Dana Hommann, 
first; Richard Jakimchuck, se­
cond; and Alexander Holmes, 
third.
Sidney Four-mile Classic, 
Unlimited division was won by 
John Alexander at 39.01. Boats 
to 18 feet with outriggers went 
to Paul Gartside at 45.41 and 
18-footers without outriggers 
was won by Ross Hommann at 
"59.4.
A two mile race for boats to 
12 feet was won by Steve 
Vagvolgyi, 31.31, with second 
place to Richard Holmes 34.58.
Eighty-one-year-old John 
Newman won the one-man 
pram dinghy event followed by 
Paul Gartside and Ted Thomp­
son.
In the novelty sprint, Paul 
Gartside took first, Michel 
Gaudin .second, and third place 
to Bill Hayward.
The ever-popular Slegg’s 
Boat Race attracted 11 entrants. 
Designing and fashioning com­
bination row/sail boats, par­
ticipants utilized a limited supp­
ly of materials and tools to 
create their small vessels before 
testing them out along Sidney 
waterfront. Heat A winners 
were Jcsper.sen Boat Works 
skippered by Bent Jespersen 
and Chuck Offord, followed by 
Gemini Metal Pro,diict.s with 
Rob Justice and Al Lailcncn on 
board, and third place to one of 
three Bine Footer f^iib entries car­
rying a crew of JulicHubbara 
and Janet Morgan.
Heat B winners were Barrie 
Philbrook and Jim Lcaclt for 
Blue Peter Pub, Jcsper.sen Boat- 
works crewed by Michel
Gaudin and Kathy Battersbury 
second, and Blue Peter Pub 
with Mark Philbrook and 
Walter Gibson.
A catamaran built by Bill 
Hayward and Ross Hommann 
sank twice.
Finals got underway resulting,
in Jespersen Boat Works with 
Gaudin and Battersbury in first, 
Philbrook and Leach for Blue 
Peter Pub in second and 
Jespersen Boat Works crewed 
by Jespersen and Offord in 
third.
Special awards went to Vance
Smith nd John Carley for Best 
Fancy Dress; and Mark 
Philbrook and Walter Gibson 
won the Fastest Built Boat.
Croquet and sailing results 
were not avaiiabie by press 
time.
when the town of Sidney outscored North Saanich 17-15 in softball with 
assistance from mayors Lloyd Harrop and Norma Sealey.
Ball players in every rank of 
Sidney Little League were 
presented with trophies and 
crests at closing ceremonies 
June 28.
A bat-a-thon was held by the 
league recently. Highest pledges 
received were collected by 
Russell Benwell of the Cubs. He 
earned a $50 gift certificate at
SPDRTS SHORTS
ROWING
Four junior rowers headed cast Monday for the Canadian 
Junior National Team Selections. Kate Gower, Julie 
Jespersen, Kelly Mahon and Neil Stotliard all hope to make 
the team and travel to world competition in C/cchoslovakia 
at the end of July.
FASTBALL
Sidney Merchanis la.siball laid a busy week witli three 
games June 23, 26 and 27. Merchants sufferd a loss versus 
Bubbas Bears at 6-2 but came back to di.sposc of University 
Sport,s 14-2 in ilicir .second game.
Pitted against Tally-Ho Millers it was a tiglit 3-2 matcli for 
Merchants.
Sidney Meiclumt.s didn’t I'icld a team for the annual Mac­
Donald Park tourney June 2I-22 but some players wore pick­
ed iiir by other teams. MerchantsTerry Morphy had some 
persoanl glory picking up a top hatter award.
Harvey’s Sporting Goods for 
his efforts.
Second prize SIO gift cer­
tificate in the bat-a-thon went to 
T-ball tyke Trevor Scott.
League and play-off majors 
division champs went to the 
Legion Aces. In the minors Air­
port TraveLodge Totems took 
the league and play-offs.
In T-ball, North Saanich 
Firemans Firebirds were tops.
In girls softball the Legion 
Aces captured majors league 
and play-off championships 
while Sidney Bakery won the 
senior girls division league 
championship,
Roy.s Marine Service Cubs 
proved tlie most sportsmanlike 
majors team. In the minors. 
Island Furniture Mets won the 
sportsmanship award. Canoe 
Cove Manufacturing Co, 
Cougius were T-ball\s best 
sports.
Tlie most improved team this 
year was T-ball division Kiwanks 
Bobcals.
And, a trophy was presented 
to Legion Ace,s for the highest 
luiinbcr of raffle tickets sold in 
blitz sales, z
652-5444
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GOLF & FITNESS CLUB
FREE : TO NOV. 2gth
ON PAYMENT OF ENTRY FEE
ANHUAlFEES DUE
SOtHNov. For Following Ye«r 
FITNESS MEMBERSHIP INCLUDED
, ■
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Fireball
facelift
Sidney fireball will receive 
about S50,000 in renovations to 
accommodate the 1986 Ander­
son fire truck council agreed to 
purchase last week, says Aid. 
Cy Relph.
Engineers will heighten the 
hall doors, Relph said, and ad­
justments were made to 
specifications of the pumper to 
reduce its height.
Relph said the new truck will 
arrive in early 1987. “It’ll be a 
tight fit,’’ he said.
The future of the fireball was 
the subject of controversy last 
year, as council considered a 
new site at Iroquois Park, 





ROUNDING THE BASES and heading for home, a play seen again and again at last 
weekend’s Sidney Days Slow-pitch Tournament featuring 23 teams.
. Local othletes travel 
























B.C. Summer Games trials 
are over and the Peninsula is 
well represented on the Zone 6 
Vancouver Island squad for the 







Canada II, potential 
America’s Cup challenger, | 
will have a better chance at 
pre-Cup sailing trials in Oc­
tober with a new improved 
keel pattern.
Bent J^persen of Sidney 
made keel patterns designed 
by Bruce Kirby for Canada 
II when the ship was in Vic­
toria last year. Kirby added 
wings to the keel design and 
Jespersen made the lead 
casts.
The new keel will make 
Canada II faster, more 
manoeuverable and water 
tight, said Jespersen. The 
waters are wilder off 
Australian shores where the 
race will next be held, he 
noted.
Jespersen’s son Eric is a 
crew member on the il­
lustrious rig, serving as pro­
ject manager and sail trim­
mer.
Canada M was recently 
eliminated in a round-robin 
competition of the King Ed­
ward VII racing event off 
Hamilton, Bermuda.
Thirteen athletes will compete 
in golf, modern pentathalon, 
soccer, swimming, tennis, 
lacrosse and riding. Eight others 
will wait in the wings as 
substitutes.
Sidney area produced seven 
competitors in modern pen­
tathalon encompassing riding, 
fencing, shooting, swimming 
and running. Karren Combs, 
Kim McCullough, Robert 
McDonald, Jennifer Shaw, 
Nadine Sibley, Ian Soelhier and 
Sabrina Temblett are headed
for Cranbrook.
Linda Jorgensen is on the 
Zone 6 soccer squad and Chris 
Michaud is the sole Peninsula 
softball player.
Dick and Lee Coxford, and 
Anne-Marie Portier are entered 
in swimming. Richard Scott is 
listed for lacrosse.
Substitutes are: golf, Ruth 
Trelawny, Brent Chan, George 
Kemendy; swimming, Andrew 
Ens, Erin Patterson; tennis, 
Dave Lawes, Lee Robson; and 
equestrian Corrine Vandale.
Ball oction hot
Action was hot on the 
diamonds at Centennial Park in 
Central Saanich June 20 when 
Smuggler’s Cove Cafe met with 
All Routes Express Joe Shea in 
division baseball play-offs.
Smugglers were ahead in the 
first inning and maintained the 
lead until the third when Ex­
press tied up the match 4-4. f
From' then oh it was all 
downhill for Smugglers as they 
tried to hold their own. Express 
stepped ahead 10-7 in the fourth 
and finally took the win 20-8.
All Routes established a lead 
in overall play-off standings 
with 12 wins and three losses. 
Columbo’s is second place, 10 
wins and four losses. Victoria 
Custom brokers stands at five 
wins and nine lo.sses with Smug­
gler’s Cove Cafe winding up last 
place with one win and 12 
losses.
Outstanding players for All 
Routes Express are: Chris 
Grimmer, short stop; Shane 
Dougall, catcher; Brett .Mik- 
kelsen, who specializes third 
base play; Sean Lillis, pitcher; 
and Steve Lefebvre, pitcher.
HAVE YOUR CAR OR 
TRUCK TUNED-UP 
AND SAFETY CHECKED 




Serving the Sasnich Peninsula 
for 39 years
652-1041
7088 W. SAANICH RD.













Keep the “Visitors” Out
during
EXPO









ieaO ASPEN SEDAN AlitomAIIC Sliint
SIk motor, Low miloa: Excolieni condl-
lion ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  M49S
1079 FORD FAIRMONT WAGON 
Aulomatic small VO motor, Doaulllul
condition.......... ............. ‘S'tOS
1078 TOYOTA COROLLA Sedan. 
Automatic White with blue Intorior,
Clean car.....................   .'iB95
1078 RABBIT 4 door automatic, Orio 
local owiwr. Fully aorvicod, Alt rocoidu, 
BlUfl '3495
1076 DATSUN PICK UP 4 .cpo«d,
yollow.VorvclonnloryoBr .,*?495 
All lInU* ir»du(taii r nr imtti Uih July. 
Ovar «il vnhiola*ml * mnrlAl* tn
tihtw».n frr>m,
1077 HONDA CIVIC HATCHBACK
fiulornallo, Lowmiloa. NicoAcloancon. 
diiion,.... . ........ ;......................... .’7431/
WEALSOBUYOOOD 
OUAUTY USED AUTOMOBILES 





Ralfflt frem **•' A D»y
i'tlfiO Oaacon Ave, Duiilai 1614
SIP-370 40,000 ml. VrMH lll« WinvNly




C©n1ciiir©d to III© nlwiff&e ©f a 
rolilmgi Hr© for mooHier riding 
fm\ ©cononny nndstooriiiig 
pr©«ision. mi./5S,000 ml. 
Vtood iMc Wummly*
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AU SEASON RADUU SALE!
Httlwmiw.. iliiiriiiM titnm M.iww'.ur.PAelHH'M
it« A* n»# wi iimT imi.1 b»«i i. »mkrtrM.v# MHNil
AOWoosmiEs ni) «/w,.., ...
mos/innitWAV .,.'«* **•« pjiuimimwirwi'iiii/r»miw/w ..'iru.u.A, I'mmrmw/w ,.''1111*.. pm/;*imw/w
Pip. M.n, Mm. In«I)U.<P.H.. IripM. Ni«I.M.MnP.
407V ro SEniESircxT. nmiomiun/w t>i*i/tnMniin/w ..<«* a*..
pits/in HUM iiwL.>11)111* «•




I'lTO/n RIO W/W...,'107.95 #».
"■ * MANY MORE-'''
' l>ilc»»lnnlu(l«|nil*ll*llaii




If yen ore uritniio nboul the condition 
your Brakoa call ua loday (or a (roo 
oblignllon Brake Inopnctlon.














7060 W. SAANICH ROAD 
BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C. 652-1211






• Chicketfchow Mein '
* Chicken Fried Rice
® Sweet & Sour Boneless Pork
^^;;::snd'Prawns'''r;-/;S'".;'
= Tea or Coffee
FAMILY DINNER
• Deep Fried Chicken Wings
• Guy Ding Chop Siiey
• Sweet & Sour Boneless Pork
• Mushroom, Chicken Fried Rice
• Chicken Chow Mein
• Serves 4-5 persons ONLY
WE ARE NOW OPEN 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
No Reservation Necessary
812 Verdier- Brentwood Bay 
PH: 652-3622
Sv/ft C«t pWCes JfOT quQfcty!








, C«(loph«iC',^ ,s H
AH Servicri Incluifi SiMmuooi, ' 
Conditioner ,mJ Iiiow Dry
Wednetday li ramify NlahL 
between S « V fim,
- free Chlld'j Cut with £ath 
Adult Cut
Now open FtldAy 9am • 9pm
‘‘^•NwnMaHiHMMMwne
Mw»„ TUei., Sat, 9'd, 
W#d., Thun,, Fri, 9-9 
Appolntmenii rwt aiwayt neeeiury
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Sidney to host 
Equodorlcm group
Hola Sidney.
Seven youths from Equador, 
South America and seven from 
across Canada will arrive in 
Sidney August 23.
The group, part of Canada 
World Youth started by Jacques 
Hebert, will spend 10 weeks on 
the Saanich Peninsula before 
travelling to Equador in 
November to complete the ex­
change.
Canadian group leader 
Stephen Lee said the youths 
will“participate in the com­
munity as an educational ex­
perience.” The Equadorians 
will also have the chance to 
learn English and the Canadians 
will learn Spanish.
Lee arrived here ahead of 
time to find billets and 
volunteer jobs for the 14 par­
ticipants. So far Tie has found 
two jobs at Resthaven senior 
citizen’s home and the ex­
perimental farm.
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
endorsed the exchange and says 
the town will offer all the 
assistance it can.
Although CWY is a private 
organization, 75 per cent of the 
funding comes through an inter­
national development agency. 
There are two other exchanges 
in Parksville and Courtnay.
Participants are chosen by a 
developed screening process 
based on criteria including in­
terests, education and com­
munity involvement. They must 
be between age 18 and 22,
‘‘Sidney was chosen because 
it seems really perfect and we 
had a project here three years 
ago with the Philippines,” said 
Lee.
He is appealing to Peninsula 
residents and business people to 
contact him at 655-1102 to take 
part in the program.
best
Bus driver Jean Bigras’ co­
workers think he is tops.
The 59-year-old Saanich 
School District employee was 
voted Bus Driver of the Year for 
a second time by his co­
workers.
Bigras, receiving the trophy 
in a surprise presentation 
Thursday morning at the 
district yard, drives students 
from Stelly’s, Keating, Brent­
wood, Royal Oak and Cordova 
Bay schools.
District transportation super­
visor Marilyn Dew noted 
Bigras’ many hours of volunteer 
work with the district’s 
kindergarten to Grade 2 safety 
program.
‘‘He does a commendable 
job,” said Dew. “He’s a profes- 
.sional driver who really appears 
to like hi.s job and the 
students,”
YELLOW PAGES ERROR
THE BRITISH COLUMBIA OPTOMETRIC ASSOCIATION 
WISHES TO ANNOUNCE THAT THE FOLLOWING OP­














2 Gifeat Mini Vacatfons 
July 8 & 9 or Aug. 9 & 10 
From *99”“ p©r porson ’5»ndl HfilBidnsan
Book your adventure now.
Ask about other departure datos. 
Rafting video night - July 3 
Call us at
, I i' I >"■'
jm,
We Mxe ft nrrommend JOICp produai
SIDNEYTRAVELSERVICE
’‘Atttmli'nmaliilslo''*
' /T-dRl... - -
656-0905
«- !S10 BEACON AK., SIDNEY, B.C. VOL IXB 
CUltlorntr Parktrig it Niifir
Skulkers spy
You are quietly browsing 
through this week’s copy of 
Maclean’s. But as you become 
engrossed in Alan Fother- 
ingham’s latest column, you 
notice a young figure in disguise 
prowling inquisitively around 
the magazine shelves.
Before paranoia sets in, relax. 
You are probabbly being check­
ed out by a S.K.U.L.K. agent 
on a ‘‘top secret” mission.
SKULK is the summer 
reading program for school 
children organized by the Van­
couver Island Regional Library.
Last summer, more than 
4,400 young people participated 
in the program, designed to en­
courage cliildren to become 
familiar with their local library.
Participants^ will be given a 
folder marked ‘‘top .secret”
from the director of SKULK, 
known as E. Sprockett- 
Rumsbottom.
Seven assignments in the 
folder must be completed to be 
awarded an official licence to 
skulk around libraries.
Quizzes in each assignment 
ask about the working of a 
library. For e.xample, what do 
you do when you can’t find a 
book? The four answers to 
choose from are: scream ‘‘oh 
no” loudly, give up and go 
home, fill out a request slip or 
jump up and down.
This year, children over age 
seven are invited to participate 
in the program. SKULK will 
begin July 2, and will run until 





Today in our neighbor’s garden, happily at home in his 
willow tree, were some of the largest and perhaps most 
beautiful caterpillars I’ve ever seen. They were about two and 
a half inches long, black with brick colored spots along their 
sides, handsome brown legs and small black tufts of fur scat­
tered along their backs.
Ron, that trusty garden helper, was using the weed eater 
under the willow and didn’t discover the hordes of caterpillars 
until after he had finished. He was so horrified that he pro­
mptly shed his coat, and maybe his pants as well, to make 
sure none of these big beasties were crawling around on his 
person.
He shouted over the fence and Hazel and I went over to 
have a closer look (at the caterpillars, not Ron in his 
knickers), then ‘‘himself” passed over the long-handled 
pruners and we removed them all. I took a bag of them up to 
the agricultural station where it was decided that these were 
obviously caterpillars of some significance, and should be 
sprayed (if more appeared) with either diazinon 12.5 per cent, 
one and one-half teaspoons in a litre of water, or one of the 
other chemicals deadly to bees, which I don’t want to tell you 
about.
Brent Warner, the resident orchardist, said the willow 
would certainly survive, even if every leaf had been eaten. 
Evidentaly willows are one tree that it is almost impossible to 
kill.' .
A call today from a gardener most concerned that she had 
loh all her beloved chrysanthemums over the winter. She 
wondered what could have been the problem as she had 
grown them successfully outside in, the Okanagan, where 
winter temperatures are considerably lower than here.
I referred her to Jack MacAuley, something of an expert in 
chrysanthemum growing, \vho takes a lot of prizes at the 
garden shows held on the Peninsula and in Victoria. His 
thoughts on this were that not all chrysanths are hardy here, 
that when you buy these lovely plants that bring so much 
beauty to a fall garden, you should always ask the 
nurseryman whether the seedling plants were raised in B.C. or 
imported from California. This way you are sure your plants 
arc either hardy outside, or sould be lifted for the winter and 
brought inside.
‘‘Himself” picked the Oregon grapes yesterday, and this is 
a rotten job. Not only do you need a coat, but also your 
stoutest gloves, plus a pair of scissors so you don’t have to get 
too close. Even then you arc bound to bear at least one scar. 
He arrived in with a nice big bowlful, which I promptly de- 
sternmed and covered the grapes with water to boil up for jel­
ly. This will be a start on the unusual and glorious jelly made 
by Irene Sevigne. Site uses whatever quantity of as many 
fruits as she can find, freezing each as it comes in season until 
she has seven or eight different berries, and then thaws the lot 
to make quantities of a jelly that is so good a jar can quite 
easily di.sappear during tlie course of one meal, especially if 
you have visiting cliikircn or grandchildren, or both.
She uses strawberries, raspberric.s, red tind black currants, 
goosbcrrics, blackberries, grapes, and I think sonic apple 
juice plus anyiliing else she can think of. I’ve never asked her 
fora recipe, because I don’t suppose she uses one, just makes 
juices of all these delightful things, combines tlieiii, adds an 
equal aniounl of sugar (perhaps a bit less, since some of these 
berries arc a bit tart anyway) and ilicii boils the juices togetlier 
until the combined sugar and juice wiir’set.”
If you have the time and want to be known as a gourmet 
cook, just give tlii.s jelly recipe a try! (Iuse an old pillow-case 
to strain the skins, pulp and seeds from the juice, just in case 
yon can't buy a jelly bag). Il’.s a pain to scrape out the tlregs, 
and wash the pillow case, Inil i( works, and tiuu seems to lie 
tin; main thing.
Hope your garden is doing lietier than ours, Sdineiimcs 1 
think, living here on the I'eniiisnlii wheic everything is 
available, I tim driving myself, and ’’himself” crazy trying to 
grow things that are so suhiecMo diseases, hugs, I'uedaiory 







John Into Ikitor Smoll
C5G.C4BS OBYOURFREB 656-0524
MARKBT EVALUATION • Call .John or Petor
MO OBLIGAII'IOM ■ %«"W’***'^I<**"'*W4***”*W|WW^
FREE MARKET EVALUATION 
CERTIFICATE : '
:namel     .
AIJUHtSS;
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Moll Of Hrino in to Block Bros, Realty. 2449 Beacon Avenue.
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Diane Taylor of 9887 Second Street in Sidney telephoned, 
reporting a very unusual nesting record. She has a gull nesting 
on her roof, tucked in against the west side of the brick 
chimney. Mary and I went over to check.
The bird is a glaucous-winged gull, one of the large, mostly 
white gulls which we see so commonly in our harbors and 
along our extensive coastlines. In fact, the glaucous-winged is 
the most abundant, the most widely-distributed and the most 
characteristic gull of the north pacific Coast. It nests by the 
thousands in island colonies from Oregon all the way north to 
the Bering Sea. During the breeding season, it is replaced 
south of Oregon by the darker mantled western gull and in the 
far North by the glaucous gull, the largest gull in the world. 
Many people feed glaucous-wingeds at Fisherman’s Wharf 
here, at Clover Point in Victoria, in many of our parks. .A. 
very large colony of glaucous-winged gulls nest on Mandarate 
Island, just east of Sidney Spit.
So what’s so unusual about this record? The nesting site, of 
course. Something like finding a woodpecker nesting on the 
ground in a colony of terns, a bald eagle in a birdhouse or an 
inveterate jailbird in your pew of a Sunday morning. Singing 
all they hymns, too.
The ..glaucous-winged gull is virtually always a highly 
sociable species, nesting in close company with legions of its 
kind. There are relatively few exceptions to this behavioral 
pattern in the world of gulls. Mew gulls, Californias, 
ringbills, blackbacks, herrings, Franklin’s and glaucous all 
follow suit; the small Bonaparte with the white wedge in the 
wings, common here for much of the year, is a rare exception.
Colonial nesting has many advantages especially in those 
regions where nest marauders and chick predators are abun­
dant. When such raiders approach these colonies, large 
numbers of the group combine their efforts to drive off the 
predator. Individuals may also leave their eggs unattended 
while they forage for food. Indeed other species of birds often 
take advantage of this brand of protection by nesting in the 
close vicinity of such colonies. Old squaw ducks and northern 
phalarope often nest among a colony of Arctic terns for the 
same reasons.
The pair of gulls on Mrs. Taylor’s roof have some pro­
blems. Crows are very abundant here and her birds must be 
very careful about leaving their eggs unguarded for even brief 
periods. Mrs. Taylor has determined from oil stains on the 
plumage that both adults share the incubation duties; one 
bird can take over while the other feeds. When the crovys 
move in, both birds guard the nest, as in our photo'today. It 
will be interesting to see how the chicks adapt to the sloping 
roof and how well developed they are before plummeting to 
the lawn below.
At any rate, Mrs. Taylor should very soon awaken to the 
delicate patter of six little feet and the heavier thud of four 
larger ones, traipsing about on the shingles above her upstairs 
bedroom. She will be able to watch the wee bairns grow up 
and develop uninfluenced by the habits, idiosyncrasies and 
tastes of their peers. What does a “teenager” gull do in the 
absence of all those pressures to conform?
L@©k ond waff before 
movlrtg orilmcils
Young wild animals left alone 
in the woods aren’t always or­
phans.
A fawn curled in the grass 
beside the road might have a 
doe hidden close by. If you 
think the fawn is deserted, think 
again and wait. Return to the 
site in a few hours and chances 
are he’s bounded away with his 
mother.
The Society for the Preven­
tion of Cruelty to Animals 
reminds well-meaning in­
dividuals to remember wildlife 
mothers are often waiting for 
humans to leave their offspring 
before they reclaim them.
Although some bird species 
are resentful of human handl­
ing, most wildlife young can be 
touched by humans without dire 
consequences to them, says 
North Saanich wildlife farm 
manager Clio Matheson. People 
are often misled to believe 
young will be killed by parents 
if humans handle them, she 
says.
Fawns can be moved to safe­
ty, but should be left for a 
period of time before a person 
judges them abandoned, she 
says.V
Persons concerned about 
safety or health of an animal 
can call the SPCA office at 388- 




Imagine a diet without any bread, cake, cookies or pics. 
Sufferers of celiac disease are allergic to all wheat, rye, oats 
and barley products, greatly restricting their diets. But miss­
ing many of her favorite dishes led ope local celiac sufferer, 
Juanita Kisslinger of North Saanich, to come up with a scries 
of recipes substituting rice flour for wheat flower.
Now Kisslinger has published The Rice Flour Cookbook, 
so that others can share the products of her ingenuity.
Kisslinger anti her husband Phillip, who illustrated the 
cookbook, arc now independently distributing the book, 
which they had typeset and printed in Sidney.
Kisslinger’s j’ecipes will allow celiac sufferers to once again 
’cast upon dishes from raisin bread to chocolate cake.
Your FamHy Restaurant 
IN SIDNEY





GRILLED HAM STEAK HAWAIIAN STYLE
Wllh a light pineappio sauco and slice of plneapplo.
Served with fresh vogeloblo and pofntoeti
HALF A ROAST CHICKEN
Crisp and tasty served with French fries and fresh
vegeiahlen.^/V
WE ARE OPEN FROM 6 AM • midnight 
. SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
iHiiiUMyt
23Q;g Baacon Avo. 656*2423
And I wonder if they will become recluses Ike Mom and 
Dad. In short, will the chicks become anchorites and an­
choresses?
Our hummingbirds have fledged and left the nest. So have 
our robins, bushtits and Bewick’s wrens; the finches are still 
on eggs. How short the spring!
:
\ DID YOU KNOW :
WE CAN PROVIDE 
CAMPER S TRAILER 
INSURANCE THRU 
PRIVATE COMPANIES 
' AT COMPETITIVE 
RATES AND DEDUCTABLE
652-1141






NORTH PENDER ISLAND 
TRUST COWilWITTEE
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
NOTICE is hereby given that all persons who deem their Interest in 
property affected by the following proposed by-law will be afforded 
an opportunity lo be heard on the matters contained therein at a 
Public He.arinq to be held in Ihe Boardroom, third floor, 7117 Fort 
Street, Victoria, B.C. on THURSDAY, JULY 17,1986 commencing 
at 11:00a.m,
Proposed North Pender Island Trust Corhmillee By-law No, 31 
cited as ^Zoning By-law Planning Area No. 4, 1972 (North Ponder 
Island - Associated Islands), Amendment By-law No. 1, 1906”, is 
a by-law lo amoncl Capital Regional Distiicl By-law No, 103 cited 
as "Zoning By-law -Planning Area No, 4, 19/2''.
In generallerms thr,'Intent ol iho proposed by-law is;
a) to e.stabliBh a now ;'onirig clossilicalion"Waior A Maricullufe 
Zone (WAM)” which provides for maricullure and lloals, 
whnrves anrf pons nncessary for rnniicnlliitf)
b) to change the zoning classilieation of unsurveydd Crown land 
covered by water Ironting section 7, Range 1 East, Sidney 
Island, from thrj Water A Zone (WA) lo the Water A MarIculUiro 
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A copy of tho propc'Sed by-law may bn Inspected at the Islands 
Trust Olllco, 747 FptI Btrnel, Victoria, B C , bolvveon the houraot 
,8;30ami. io4..30p,Vr!,, Monday,lorddiiy, inclusivt,
Cynthi.a Hawkiiwoiin.:













Lucerne. Skim Mitk, 






Stems & Pieces. 
284 mL Tin
or 60% Whole Wheat; 
450g Sliced Loaf....
Bathroom Tissye
Asst’d. 8 Roll Pkg. —
Party Pride Potato Chips
Asst'd. 
200g Box
Macaroni & Cheese Dinner
2-79'Calford’s 225g Pkg
Fresh Hot House 
Tomatoes
B,C. Grown. $’4 96




No. 1 Grado 4E89'
Open 8 am to Midnight
7 DAYS A WEEK
Adwotilwed PrIewH In Effoct Jun»» Ufl lo Jtily 6. 1986. 
0 roaorvo tho right to limit oatoa.
,1
, 434 N A o A m A r. c w V lu I M mi Cl
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IF YOU ARE A REVIEW SUBSCRIBER 
HERE’S HOW TO WIN:
Simply count the spelling errors in the advertisements 
below. Enter your count in the entry form below and bring or 
mail It to The Review, 9781-2nd St. Sidney, B.C. V8L 3C5. The 
first correct entry drawn the following Monday will be award­
ed ®50. If the entry is from a paid subscriber a bonus of ^100. 
will be awarded.
MINI TO 
NOW IN OUR EXPANDED FACILITIES 
• TUNE UPS • OVER HAULS 
» LARGE TRUCKS • FARM EQUIPMENT 
• CARS etc. etc.
6822 DURACME RD. 652-1241














3rd Street Cafe SIDNEY, B.C.
Y- (ktllcrv
Cn what 2 cnailenge. Oh w+iat a tim^
PuTcrase a meat and write us a rhyme.
There's a dinner reward if wa print what you write. 
You car. rcw eat on Friday or Saturday night. 
rr«t’s iri addition to Thursday night too,
Ard lunches a.nd teas are served daily for you.
_5460 Oid West Saanich Rd.
EQUIPMENT RENTALS & SALES
yGarden ^ '
Equipment I y /O Off Tuesdays 
6777 Kirkpatrick Cres. Keating Industrial Park 652-3908
“ bAZAN BAY NURSERIES
Tropicals
flowering Cacti, etc. etc. 
656-3325 2036 Bazan Bay.Rd
BABY HEADS? 
OF COARSE!
V.V.A 7181W Saanich Rd 
Brentwood Bay, B.C. VOS 1A0
652-1821
GO TO EXPO SPECIAL
RETURN FAIRS
Adult ®24°0 Senlor®16®° Chlldrer, M 8°°
NOAH’S TRAVEL PLANNERS
4 DAYS A WEEK 652-3981
ANDY’S AUTO
PARTS & ACCESSORIES
2412 Bevan Ave. 
656-7281
All Belts & Hoses 20% Off
SIDNEY 
TOOL CO. LTD.









Pictures for your spare room, unique souvenirs, and gifts,
local art, cards, prints, & distinctive framing
THE Y 7 browsers WELCOME
VILLAGE a-\LLERY
ort Beacon next to Bnnk of Monirual LTD. 6^6.3633
The professional dif- 
ferenco, full service optical
PRF'rrPIPTinM
nPTirAi rn pfQscrip-ur I H...AL A.,u. ijot, nunglaHiaos, repairs
102-9779 Fourth St. 656-1413























Largo selection of 
• bags* belts* parts
LTD.
MVA
Deborah Bogle, 20, of Forest 
Park Drive, learned safe passing 
techniques the hard way June 
25.
Police chief Bob Miles says 
Bogle was driving her 1964 
Volkswagen south on Central 
Saanich Road around 9:30 p.m. 
when she attempted to pass a 
vehicle, travelling southbound 
ahead of her.
As she pulled into the left- 
hand lane. Miles said, she 
allegedly struck a vehicle driven 
by Percy Lazarz, 51, of Cultra 
.Avenue in Saanichton, who was 
turning left into a trailer park.
Total damage is estimated at 









CRAZY TYPO ENTRY FORM




Ilam, 0 RK»v|c»w$ubKcribor ...
I lirn not a Rovlow siibacribor
Mall or bring to: 
the Review 
9781- 2nd St.' ■'
' Sidney, B.C. ■
I i I wl«h to bccomo M Rovlow aubacrlber VaL3G5






For April. In recognition 
and appreciation of 
courteous, friendly, 
helpful service to the 
public.
Sidney AssiKlation of Merchants
ESPECIALLY FOR 
LITTLE PEOPLE!!
Ages 1 to 5 years 
Summertime fun.
KINDERGYM AND SWIM*
Walking to Z’/z yrs. Tues. 9-10 a m.
July8to29 or Aug. 5toT9
2V2 to 3^2 yrs. Thurs. 9-10 a.m. '
July 10 to 31 or Aug 7 to 21 
Wear your runners, pack your suits and towel.
KINDERGYM ONLY*
Walking to 5 yrs. Tues. 9:45 -10:30 a.m.
Sat. 11:30-12:15 p.m.
Register for July or August.
Wear your runners and bring a snack.
MORNING CAMP*
2 and 3 yrs. Mon. & Wed. 9-10 a.m.
July 14 to 23 or July 30 to Aug. 8 
Bring a paint shirt and a little snack.
TEDDY BEARS PICNIC*
Toddlers to 3 yrs.
Tues. July 15th. 11:30-1:00 p.m.
Bring your teddy and a picnic lunch.
*Parent participation is required for these programs 
(or aunts, uncles, grandparents, babysitter. , .) 
MAGICAL MOVEMENT AND RHYTHM 
3 to4 yrs. Thurs. 9:45-10:30 a.m.
July 10 to 31 or Aug. 7 to 28
3to4yrs. Sat, 10:15-11:00 a.m.
July 5 to 26 or Aug. 9 to 30 
Bai’Q feet and lots of energy are all you need. 
LITTLE KICKERS SOCCER CAMP 
4 to 5 yrs. Mon, to Fri. 2-3 p.m,
July 7 to 11 or July 21 to 25 
Wear your runners and bring a hat,
P.S, Stay for the daily swim afterwards,
BE MYSELF MORNING CAMP 
4fo5yrs, Mon/Wed/Frl10:30-I2:30p.m,
July 14 to 25 or July 20 to Aug. 8 
Dross for the outdoors and pack a snack.
REGISTRATION IS NOW ONI Make your little person's 




People ask the darndesi questions and staff at Peninsula 
tourist booths are lending an ear to travellers touring through 
this area.
Visitors from Te.xas recently enquired whether there were 
restaurants in Canada. Peter Tredgett, chamber of commerce 
tourist information manager, says he was asked, “Where’s 
the next road lo Vancouver?”
The tourist trade is very busy and in a state of transition, 
Tredgett notes. Last week, most people stopping in at the 
three local tourist booths were British Columbia residents. 
More American tourists are starting to arrive, he says, par­
ticularly since school holidays started.
Numbers of tourists stopping locally are down compared to 
this time last year, says Tredgett, despite statistics from B.C. 
Ferries that show figures are up.
Many travellers seem to come for the day and where they 
are staying is anyone’s guess, he said. Recreational vehicle's 
seem to be a popular option this year, notes Tredgett, adding 
that several visitors have complained that accommodations 
are too expensive.
On a positive note, he reports, every tourist who’s been to 
Expo has been very impressed with the world’s fair.
A new sign near Anacortes Ferry tells tourists to look for a 
blue shield prominently displayed at businesses honoring 
“fair exchange” on the U.S. dollar. The shields are spon­
sored by Sidney Association of Merchants and the Saanich 
Peninsula Chamber of Commerce. Approximately 60 




Sidney Branch 25 Old Age 
Pensioners Organization presi­
dent Ernie Edwards and 
secretary Fred Emmerson at­
tended the provincial organiza­
tion’s fifth annual convention 
held in William’s Lake June 17- 
19.
Delegates from 186 branches 
representing 1,600 members 
residing in all areas of the pro­
vince deliberated for three days 
on issues concerning Canada’s 
elderly.
Edwards and Emmerson were 
instrumental in helping to pass 
two out of three resolutions 
presented by the Sidney Branch 
concerning the return of 
automobile testing stations and 
criticism of the provincial 
government’s television adver­
tisements.
The next BCGAPO conven­
tion will be held in Vernon.
New members are welcome. 


















Wednesday night is 
Seafood night.
• MARITIME CHOWDER
• STEAMED MUSSELS 
• POACHED FILET
OFSALMON
• NORWEGIAN SHRIMP 




Served from 3:30 - 9:30 pm
OPEN SUNDAY 
2215 Cnnoo Cove Rd, 
6S6-3498
Wednesday, July 2, 1986 THE REVIEW Page B7
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• COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT
474-1211
_ '









































































































Real Estate for Rent
Real Estate for Sale
Real Estate Wanted
Recreation Vehicles





88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
95 Watch Repairs 
185 Weddings 
137 Wood Heating 





Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from
.9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-.1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. Is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd., provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any such'advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components which is or are, 
supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd. 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and in­
corporated in said radveriise- 
'menI shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser.
WARNING
No matorial covered under 
the copyright outlined above 
may be used without tho writ­






Classidd Rato; ist insertion --- 
15c a word, minimum charge, 
Sa.OO. 2nd and subBoquont 
Insortlon l C)c a word per In­
sertion, minimum charge 
$1.35, Charge ordoro by 
phono —• odd $1.50 per ad 





• 9:30 a.m. 
Church Service and 
Sunday School 










E. Kratofil - Pastor 
477-8527 652-2723
WELCOME
The Town of Sidney invites applica­
tions for the position of Clerk Typist il. 
Duties include general typing 
assignments, assisting in the Motor 
Vehicle Branch operation, handling of 
enquiries and dealing with customers, 
telephone switchtxiard operation, and 
other duties as may be assigned. 
Desirable qualifications Include com­
pletion of Grade XII including or sup­
plemented by courses in typing and 
general office procedures; some 
knowledge of data processing; ex- 
p>erience In varied office and clerical 
work including public contact: also ex­
perience in Motor Vehicle Licencing 
operations would be an asset.
Salary range (f985 Union rates) Sf 448 
- f555 prer month.
Applications with full resume must be 
in the hands of the undersigned by 4 
p.m. July If th, 1986.
S. Rose.
Treasurer, 
Town of Sidney 





Concept to Compfetioji 





Electric (1976) L G.T. TRUCKING 
& EXCAVATING
CONTRACT CARPENTER
20 years experience. Additions. 
Renovating, Framing to Finishing; 






9813 Third St., Sidney
656-2945
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent sales representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to the consumer. Great 
business. Coll 388-6278 anytime. If no 





"Quality work Built to Last" 










7726 W. Saanich Road
8:30 a.m......................... Assumption
12:30 pm   Assumption
ST. ELIZABETH'S 
CHURCH
10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm.......... Saturday Mass
■ ■
•i H___
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates. 




Specializing in waterproofing 













• HOG FUEL 
•GARDEN SAND
• DRAIN ROCK 
•DRIVEWAY GRAVEL
• CONCRETE GRAVEL
• We load pickups & trailers 
MON-SAT 8am-5pm 













NEED YOUR WINDOWS WASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475.
SELECTIVE LOGGING 
are in the process
Most houses $16.00. Outside or inside 
windows. tf
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4638. tf




mature and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich area. Present market 
condition makes this the time to 
market your timber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 
estimote phone 754-6606 (24 hrs.) tf
SKLEY CONTRaTuNG foundations,
framing and siding. Call Ron Besley 
652-2338. tf
BACKHOE 
• Stumps • Sewer Storm Drains 















DEEP COVE AAAN - hauling, clean-ups, 
chainsaw work, fencing, rock-work, 
roofs and gutters, rofotilling, 
lawnmowing, brush clearing. Malcolm 
Richards. 656-9312. tf
POLSON’S
Excavating & Tractor 
Service Ltd.






CLEAN-UPS. TREE SERVICES, 




Cultra Avenue : ^
8:15 arri.......; Holy Communion
10:00 am ..... . Morning Worship
For further details 
386-2007 656-6954
CLEANUPS, HAULiNG, bsmts., attics, 
yards, ceilings, walls, windows, in­
doors/out, eovetroughs, painting or 
any job you don't find tirne to do. 652- 
0722. Reasonable rotes. 35
HOUSE CLEANING fast, efficient, 
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home. DIRT AWAY. 652-0644 com- 
plimentary flowers.; 28
BRSM
HOUSECLEANING, getting you down! 
Let us look after your individual needs. 




ENTHUSIASTIC 16 YR. OLD, student to 
now your lawn, clean your house, 
wosh your windows, weed your 








7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)
9:30 am....................Sunday School
11:15 am.......... . Memorial Meeting
Phone 652-3606




Rewiring. Electric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections
"No Job Too SmaH"
656-5604 L
LE GOTEAU Farms





•And much more 
Family Owned and Operated
304 Walton Place 
(off Oldfield Road), and
Corner of OldHeld 
and Bearhill Rd.









MAKE RAIN WHILE 
THE SUN SHINES
656-5871 479-0426
MUSHROOM AAANURE - excellent 
organic plant food and mulch. Weed 
free, non-burning, available in bogs or 
bulk. Coll now to reserve yours. 652- 
2543. 38




HAULING, Junk removal, basements, 





CONTRACTORS, homeowners! Avoid 
the high cost of re-roofing. Call Dane 
01652-5020. If
EXPERIENCED BOAT CARPENTER ond 
joiner seeking omploymont on Saanich ' 
Peninsula. Coll John VANDERHORST 
205-3787. 29
9908-4th SI., Sidney 
SUNDAY
10:30 am Family Worship
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7:30 pm....... Homrj Study Groups
Further Information 





The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words)
—Consecutive insertions $1.35 (20 words)
SID.MFY TO SOOKE SINCf- 197.1
Carpo(3 bonv* 
UpholB V











Any single item selling for $15* or less can be placed 
in SVlIscellaneous For Sale column frCe of charge for 
one week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE 
ORDERS.
SIDNEY A NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R. MORI PRATT 
OH. 056-3213 Ro«,66D-1«30
ST. JOHN’S





GAVi: TiMf; 4ND MONLY , . , I'lXiriM i'l yiMi 
<|,l |4I)J ulail vi.inlA'ir,A l.ir MA'j'iI flfAI'll''
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: 
Annual
^ In local area .., ■ . f ,SIS 
Canada$25 
F'oroign......... $'t0
MOTHER OF 3, will bobykit, Sidney 
oi'oo, My homo, 656-7017, 27
NOWh'SMOkiNO'MOT^^^
oXyCAWE - sidnoy, iovirig mothor of- 
(wring lull or pari (lm» lleortkod 
doyearw lor children ogon 3 and up, 
656-124$. ' 97
Mri>f>iiiwiMiiiiTiFTiiit»riimrmiT|‘ir)iiiiinp-nfritTiTrTirfiTrrTpii'frTT»p"'''"rTt'r^n-T"'
NOW AVIL. AT DAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRE, 2491 Bovon, TV bpIos and sor- 
vicu. Al&o rnicrowovui. 656-B612, If 
PRESSURE WASHING, porchoi.. poiiofi, 
drivovvay*. R.V'k boats, ole, Call Ion
for ottlmalo, 656-4248, ........ .... ^ ....20
SHERWOdb REFRIGER^^^ and all 
qppIlaiKos ropairii Incl. comniorclnl 
kllchon oqulpmont, $25/hr, Fridgo or 
frottwr comprossor roplaconioitl $200-
..,.,.1-..      SI
HOUSE CtEANIN^^ lost, offieioni, 
friendly loams, dodicolod to Iho busy 
homo, DIRTAWAY 652-0644 com
plln''onlory_^llovi/ors^ _ .. ....................
bRAFfiNG SERVICE, roosonrtbio rolos,
6$6-34:i$.  ______......   .2B
MWiv TAXIDERMY, now upon, pro­
viding quallly work for roasonablo 
rolos. Call Gooff or Bronda for
19(16/1907 pnc«s,_656.2306._    20
VACXfiWERST 2 cabins for ronl. Doi­
ly, wookly. Cowldion RIvwr., family 
booch ond ploy aroo. Tronquil porktlk® 
7 acf«s from $40.00 11 fi 0 also. 1-740 
7730. 3*'
MAIL OR DROP IN TO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW 9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY.
Please run my ad for.....,. . weeks under the ............ . .............
. ClasEJiification. I enclose
Name, ...................^^ddross...i.I...........Phone...........
OR PHONE 656-1151 -ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC,
Sorry no phone In FREE ADS accepted.
m 30 APPLIANfiE'SERVICt
Monthly
. By carriar. ...... •. $1.50
:XFMTf'tl''^F'l AY AMD 
DISPLAY ADVERTISING; 
Hnlftfion mduost
PART TIME EXPERIENCED 
WAITER/WAITRESS 
Anply In Pnrann . 
.SEA b'rEEZE cafe 
9778-4111 St.
Sidnny, B.C.
West la kn . 
Anptlnrirn RnpfJilr
flocik on mn f'onlnsultt 10 boivb you MOST MAKES MAJOR APPU.ANC-ES
058-4412 DVOS 652-2035
SITTER NEEDEO for aldnrly woman, 




tl"...." i!.‘l5 '77"'"' ‘ ....... .......".... ""7.30 ■73"" " -"7,'45* 74 7.60
'75.... ................ ........... '*'7,75 76....... . ........7.00 '27..... ..............3,6s '78 ... .........."'370
70 "■ ........
,. ..... 30....... ., ..... .....3,50 ".3,68 ' 37" ""'"">'""^.00
33 3.05 34 4,10 35 .4.7.5 30'_ " ....MO
37^'........ ....... ■ ' 4.5d .30 ' 4,70 "30 / "■ i' .4,08' '40': , 5.00
41 ''V " . .. 5.18 47'y 540 Xl ' ' " 8,45 ,'';'n,eo
4S' 7' ......5J6 <6 ^ 47 " '■"505 8,70
40 . 8.35 80*. " "\f6,80 61"' "'6.85’'' ' 57 ■ ....
1*3 b.ttti 54' /"’r.'io ;.!• " " >.75 .
.... . ''V....;'"t.‘4o





WIN ^10°°w w B H 18 13 gift certificate
REVJEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
D L E A D E R E L C S U M H H L B 0 F 1
P 1 G R B N B Y V E E Y R A T 1 U T 1 P
F E A A D A 0 E lL L S P R N U Y T N N V
1 E C P T O N S 1 L S T 1 D O U E 0 G E
B K B 1 H T E 1 T S E K 0 D M S R C E S
U Y 1 B R R S E T R S B X M E G A B R R
L W R 1 S T A S Y E 1 Y Y 1 A R J R E F
A j E C A T H 1 G H E R L T N D C M A A L
E L C 1 !l L O F M E S T S 1 F N H I W ,S
E K K A -U L s P E C 1 i B 0 E V R E N S S
ElC K C E N 1 U V A L V E E C A P P L E
P U A 1 !o H 1 P S F A s E L O S C S P N
1 i N S D s T M 1 A s K F K K R s T E O A
P K B S N U T L C C B E U N T N R D M T
D A T R 1 U M U A G U M S A E E N 1 P S
N N W N E T L R B G T U U M X E N S A E
1 i A A A V lA. C A N E V R A H T O S 0 L H
W R 1 L E S 0 P H A Q U S T O R B C C
ci 1 S L F T T V E 1 L S D 1 T O R A C





























































































Pff^ECTIONS: All the theme words listed below will be found 
in the puzzle; either venicallyl horizontaHy. diagonally or even 
will be‘ easier , if, you find tlje bigger 
words First. As you Find, a f wprd.lClRGLE EACH LETTER and' 
then check the word off the list of theme •’vvords. Some letters 
rnight be used more than once, so be careful to leave all letters 
visible. The letters left oyer will solve the puzzle, and may be 
one word or a phrase
:ANSWER: " '.‘'v ___ _ ^
Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 





O I arn a Review paid subscriber,
Q l am not a Review subscriber, 
n I wish to become a Review paid subscrit 
Please drop your entry off al; . . Jurie 10 winner of a $30.00 
gift certificato was TERRY 
RENSHAW of Sidney. Cor- 
root Answer: Sound of 
Silence.
Corner of 
4th & Beacon 
in Sidney
"i ' ■
MORHIS THE CAT lANDSCAPIMG AND 
GARDENING SERVICE, Corfillod 
R«stlf.ldii» opplIcQlor, Fr«(» oolimatoi, 
653.46130, ■ U
A,X TRAC10R SERVICE, rotovcilhifl and 
lay/n prop,, small Iroclor wllli lond«r, 
lotovolor and hc/ckhon. 656'454.|. ll
NO. 1 BLACK TOPSOIL, $a,!i0 baa,1090 
McTavIsh Rond, 31
vyANIEDi vvoakiy lawn malnlonanco 
conlrocls. Now lawtts or ronovoio your 
old ona, Rooionobltii ond rallahlo, 653. 
36J)7. y; ■ '23'
SMALl'fRACf6R'sERVICES,'''R^
Ing, oras* and boy cgillng, earth mov- 
ing, landscaping and mlnrjr oxcava- 
llotn. Flop osllmatos, Call John at 656- 
(3003 01 t o r 6 p. m, 20
CUSTOM ROTOVATING. small tractor, 
Kolth 656 3742. 29
VWY SWEEP? Hava your'pavttdsurloeo 












pPERtENCEO LADY PAINTER lost wlfh 
cient and very noat, Call (or your (too 
ttktlmato, 655.1127 anytime. 27
PAINTING, Intoflor, oxtorlot. Rosldorv 
tial, cornmorclal, oxporloncod profos- 
slonal quality workmanship 
fjuorantoad. Days, nighu, wowkondi, 
$9,(X) par hour or contract, Fr«o 
eslimatiiiu. Ww tliank thoso who Itovo 









i,f < ' '
'■'y: 'V
COl.WOOD PAINTING AND 
OECORATINO, Wollcovorlftps, sprov 
pointing, brush and roll. Our pfitoc 









RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­
ed help for all kinds of typing. Coll 
Helen 656-4915. tf
TYPING, word processing/letter print 
quality. Reasonable rotes. Large or 
smoll projects. 6S6-7817.M
COMPLETE TYPING SERVICES. Business 





• 9 BAYS TO SERVE YOU 
TUNE UPS • BRAKES - LUBRICATION
• TIRES-BATTERIES 
•SECURITY MUFFLER 
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
• PROPANE SALES 
■TOFTS enVICE CALL"
656-^21 or 656-0434
S429 Canora, Sktney 
CVRIL PRirREAU — OVYNEh 
e tf • • • ^ ,9
9
e
1974 HONDA 750 910 KIT, fully dressed 
AM/FM 8 track. King-Queen Gold 
Wing soot. Excellent condition $1000. 
Con be seen at Sondown Pork. Ask for 
Steve.^
'83 YAMAHA BELUGA motor scooter, 
460 km. Asking $895. 656-4401. 27
'81 SUZUKI GS-400T, good condition, 
24,000 km. with windscreen and 







Repairs to Lawnniowers. ■ 
Chainsaws.
• HusqvBrna • Pioneer • Toro 
• Shindaiwa • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 










82 HONDA PRELUDE, excellent shape, 
one owner, extras. 70,000 miles, 
$8,000 firm. 652-4790.M 
BODY AAAN'S SPECIAL, 70 Chev. offers. 
656-5203.^
'78 HONDA CVee 5-speed, $1,500. 655- 
1585.^
'67 MINI, in running order, good condi­
tion, $800 firm. Call 656-2201 in even­
i g^M 
'75 TWO DOOR PONTIAC 350 engine, 
good body and interior OK. One 
owner, well used, well cored for. $800 
obo. 656-4627.^
'69 GMC half ton. economical six 
cylinder, floor shift, $700. 656-5203. 28
77 CHEV. IMPALA WAGON, automatic, 
small V8, excellent mechanical shape, 
towing equipped, great family cor, 
$1,750. obo. 656-6364.28 
1976 MONARCH GHIA, while, red 
leather upholster, 302 automatic, p.s., 
p.b., o delight to drive, will consider 
trades on a Ford y- ton. 474-1649 even- 
ings ond weekends. tf
OKANAGAN CAMPER for import 
truck, 3 burner stove, furnace, ice box, 
lacks, sleeps 4, $1 SIX). Phone 656-7021.
27
iioMiS&MNE
24 FT. BAJA, fiberform, 188 Merc. 
VHF/CB. DS etc. well maintained. Of- 
fers 656-1096 or 656-9490.27 
WANTED: boot trailer rollers. 656- 
4898. 27
20 H.P. MERCURY OUTBOARD’maiW'
long shaft. Good working order. 656- 
4203. 27
<K , '
■62 FALCON STATION WAGON, drive it 
owoy for $150. 656-4640. 27
YAAAAHA AAAXIM 400, 1982, 20,000 
km. with 2 helmets and gloves. Good 
condition. 656-0029. 27
1982 HONDA CX500, 11,600 km. Well 
equipped. Immaculate condition. Pric­
ed to sell. 656-4203. 27
h' .
TENNIS LESSONS
in Deep Cove 




» All work conditionally 
Guaranteed
• Free Estimates




• Frame & Unibody 
Repairs
• ICBC Claims
e Private Claims 
0 Windshields Replaced 







CHANGE TABLE, snugli, Gendron 
buggy, clothes, 0-12 mon. 656-0667. 28
Mankel
dassafeds





25 words for $119 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers In B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
Where can you lease a truck 
for only S119.97 per month? 
Cal! R.C. Bell collect at 
525-3481 or toll-free at 1- 
800-242-7757. DL 5674,
Lease 4x4 $244 per month!
Factory order to your specs! 
Lease/ buy carftruclo-GM- 
Ford-Chrysler-imports. Call 
Bob Robinson Toll-free 1- 
800-242-4418, DL 7836.
One hour credit approval!
Possible with our exclusive 
Dia!-A-Car and instamatic 
credit program. Lease/pur­
chase with or without op­
tion, your choice. Harold 
Pleus at Royal GM. 922- 
4111. West Vancouver. D.L. 
5534._________ _
Ford Diesel and Gas Trucks. 
Nothing down OAC with my 
easy to own plan. Call Curly 
464-0271 or toll-free 1-800- 
242-FORD. DL5231;
Mitsubishi Diesel - cut that 
fuel bill in half and travel 
twice as far. Will repowor 
pickups, tow trucks, cam­
pers & motorhomes. Recon­
dition or used engines from 





Tired of the investment
g^amble? 15% per year. 
Rentals paid to you quarter­
ly In US funds. Solid, sensi­
ble investment. No day to 
day worries. Physical asset 
with registered ownership. 
Five year term (renewable) 
minimum investment 
$2,950. US. Ask about our 
capital appreciation prog­
ram. For more info phono 
273-1116. Pacific Rim Con­
tainer Sales Limited, 100- 
10651 Shellbridge Way, 
Richmond, B.C. V6X 2WB.
Immediate cash flow. We
provide exclusive territories 
to self-motivated individuals 
to service the Hotel & Motel 
Industry. Contact Doug or 
Norm at 081-6106 or write: 
Inn House Systems, 1370- 
200 Granville Street, Van- 
couver, B.C. V6C 1S4.
Well establlshdd building
supply/feed business. Van­
couver Island 1.45 acres 
commercial property. Un­
limited potential. $195,000. 
Plus stock. Replies Box 358 
evo Comox District Free
Dynamic Future; Makeup 
Artist, Esthetician. August 
Enrollment. Free Brochure. 
Yvon Bourgeois Internation­
al Academy of Esthetics and 
Beauty Design, 825 Gran­
ville Street, Vancouver, 




10’ X 10’ Greenhouse $149. 
1000W Metal Halide $175. 
Plus 10,000 gardening pro­
ducts. Great prices. Send 
$2^ for info-pack. Western 
Water Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street, Vancouver, B.(J. V6B 
3N9 (604)682-6^6. ;
REAL ESTATE
1974 Int. 5000 Dump truck.
Excellent condition. 1-378- 
9459.
Product. iTtT Woolrldio Courtenay.
St., Comtitlam, B.C. VS^K --------------------
5V4. 1-520-3611. Thriving well-equipped five-
Dams Ford Trucks. Six 
blocks West of Guildford on 
104lh Ave,, Surrey. 688- 
9921. Out of town 1-800* 
242-DAMS. 
Lower Monthly Paymonts. 
Through Drivo-Bac Plan. 
100's of Ford trucks and 
cars. Phono (or speedy cre­
dit approval. Collect 1-294- 
4411. Ask directly (or Drlvo- 
Bac Deoartmont.______ ____
Hwy. tractor with contract. 
Try $0,000. down steady 
omploymont. We hove full 
lino of Ford Trucko. Pur­
chase, trade, lease. Call 
Bob Lanqstoff 464-0271 toll 
free 1-OOO-FORD. DLSgai.
Diosols - 4 X 4’8 ' Super­
cabs - Vans - Plok-ups- 
Aoroslnrs - Buy or lease at 
low - low prices. Phone 
Qoorao Subollk personally, 





chisod rpiali cicthino outlet 
In Pov/oll Rivor. Ideal situ­
ation lor couple looking for 
oecurliy, opportunity and 
leisure in a groat outdoor 
rocreatlonel area, Write or 
P'lOho; . VVorkwear World, 
37-3200 Island Hljghway, 
O C- VQT 1W1. 
758-5766.;
B«auty“salon ‘Powell ‘River.
Fully equipped, seven dry­
ers, four sivllng stations, 
wig station, Must be Bold 
hoellh reasons, All for prlcii 
of Slock $5,000. Call 481)- 
20J.1__________________
Prlfrio QuesnoPproperiy.
1hro« duplexea, ivro bed­
room house, five trallem on 
1.57 acres. Zoned oommtr- 
clal B, Room lor axpanslon. 
Appraised at $126,000. Prio- 
ed lo sell ‘at $100,000. 002-
Gfoui Dualiiena Opporluril- 
I o», Jobs, Qraal communiiy 
living. Excollent commercial 
and rnsidervtlal uropariv 
available. Coniatl Vulcan 
Dittiiitl ClittmUei ol Com- 
merca, Bo* 385, Vulcan, 
Aiborla. TOL 2D0, (403)485-
For Sale or Lfiasn: Auto 
Body Shop on Vancouver 
Island. Excolleni opportun­
ity lor right parly. Phone056 3028, H r f . I»
bay garage operating in in­
terior city, employing three 
full-time mechanics, New, 
used parts sates. Confiden­
tial Inquiries: Box ‘T’ Carl- 
^0 Observer, #4-462 Rold, 
Queenel, V2J 2M6.
Vancouver Island I Estab­
lished family restaurant 132 
seat plus banquet room 7% 
yr. Owner/Manager now re­
tiring. $7(X),000. Volume ex­
cellent not and lease. Hol­
land and Associates Realty, 338-1334. ^
Booomo a drsiribuior of the
UnIcurve Valve, No fran­
chise fee. Exceptional Earn­
ings! The UnIcurve Valve Is 
on easy lo Install, Inexpon- 
slvo vacuum device provid­
ing significant power Imp- 
rovomont and gasoline sav­
ings. Introductory llmllod 
time offer. Enquiries 273- 





loma cournes for prestigious 





vel, Granlon, (1A) 1056
West Georgia Street #2002, 
Vancouver. 1-800-260-1121.
AiJClIori Bchool, 14th year, 
i,2Ci0 QraduatOB. Courses 
April, August ond Docem- 
bar. Write Weilorn Canada 
School of Auctioneering, 
Box 007, Lacombe, Alberta, 
TOC 180. (403)782-8218
evenlmaa (4Q3)348<701fl.
Video and Audio Tapesfl
Canada's largosi selociton 
of Instructional and How-To 
tapes. Thousands ol prog­
rams and topics to choose 
(ram. For oataiog send $2. 
to! The Video Learning 
Sloro, 1087 W. Broadway, 
Vnobower, B.C. VflH 1E2. (e04)732><xil». ;
Fraser Valley College offers 
a Iwo year diploma program 
In AgrlouUurtf production 
IOL’tnulogy, Cuuisus Ih piu- 
ducilon, agrl-managemenl 
end rnsrketlng, prepare slu* 
denis for employrnonl In 
terming end ttgrlcullure sor* 
vice* Course* beqln Bert 
fombar 1086, Register now. 
For further Information 
(Chi 
ocof,2fm^^^
5th wheel trailer made es­
pecially for Case baokhoe, 
hydraulic brakes, all attach­
ments. Retiring. Top condi­
tion, pulled by % ton. Sell 
both or separate. 989-5543.
Surplus Government Equip­
ment Auction Saturday, July 
12th 11 a.m. Prince George 
Highways Yard. Nine Gra­
ders, Steam cleaners, Pick­
ups, Tandems. 14/4 tons. 
Settlement In full sale day. 
Call Joe Wark Auctions, 
747-1894, Ouesnel.
FOR SALE MISC.
Construction Camp three 
Bunk Houses, 126 men In 
single rooms, eight units 
per bunkhouse each 10x54 
ft. seven sleepers, one wash 
car, laundry facilities in 
each. One Kitchen Facility 
service for 200 men. Seven 
units each 10x52 ft. Two 
storage lockers each 10x20 
ft. One walk In- cooler/ 
freezer, one office 8x16 ft. 
One Recreation Hall, throe 
units each 10x52 ft. Pool 
tables, shuffleboard, etc. All 
complete to moot B.C. camp 
standards. As Is where Is 
basis. Contact Alcan Smel­
ters & Chemicals Ltd., Box 
1600, Kltimat, B.C. V8C 
2H2, W.A, Fowle, Phono 
(604)639-8554.
Comp. Two 
oar warranty, 640K, Hlgh- 
iltor. Graph­
ics, Word Processing, D-
K
;ihono Mllw*f,h> 792-002f
Beuo, Spreadsheet software 
Includoo, $1780. (Includes 
same day shipping). Limited offer. (664)900-7680.
Llghllng Fixtures: Western 
Canada’s largosi display. 
Wholosolo and rolall, Free 
Catalogues avnllablo. Nor- 
burn Lighting Gonire, 4800 
East Hasllngs Strool, Bur­
naby, B.C, VfiC 2K5, Phono 
1-299-0666. 
Montreal Mllltury Surplua; 
Workshlrls $2,76, workpanls 
$3.50, workboots $18. Hand­
cuffs, bags, knives, parkas, 
combat pants, etc. $2 for 
cotaioguo (rolrnbursomenl 
on flrol order). Mllltnry Sur­
plus, Box 243, St. TImolheo, 
Quebec. JOS 1X0.
We'ro ovofstockodi Men's 
Ist quality national 8. house 
brand leans: sizw 28, 20 & 
30 only. I $18.90 plus $2,00 
postiigo and handling. For 
jeans, send cheque or mon­
ey order with size and mini­
mum log length to Jeanco, 
3565 Plant* lid. Nanaimo, 
B.C. V9T 1M1.
Holiday Special I Adventures 
Bonus Coupon Book, Con- 
telne hundreds of two-for- 
one discount coupons for 
B.C. A Vancouver RttrfiC- 
tlons, rostnuranis A accom­
modations. Bonus offer Inc­
ludes Free Esso Discount 
Gas Coupons. Only 10,96. 
Coil nBLWEJ'ftolIccf.
Malibu 16 OR, Fjvinruda 
110TNT, trailer $11,995, 
Oeyltnor 10 BR Capri. 131 
alerndrive, irallor *18,495, 
Tremendftu* selection new/ 
used. Trades vYelcome, 
Dockside Marine, 1892li 
8^>all, Kelowna, (804)860-
Coming to Expo? Visit the 
largest hydroponics store in : 
Canada. Jiist two blocks' 
from Expo. Western Water 
Farms, 1244 Seymour 
Street. Vancouver, B.C. 
V63 3N9. (604)682-6636.
HEALTH AND BEAUTY
"Does time heal emotional
wounds or just bury them?" 
Call the Dlanetics(a> hotline 




needed In Rocky Mtn. 
House, Alberta, all the 
amenities. Join a team of 
committed professionals in a 
sparkling new office. (403) 
845-2968 collect.
Port Hardy GM Dealer has
Immodlato openings for 
sales staff. Prior GM exper­
ience would bo an asset. 
Could lead to Sales Man­
agement Position. Call E.J. 
Klassen Motorcade Ltd. 
949-7442 (Mr, Klasson) or 
In writing Box 1589, Port 
Hardy. B.C. VON 2P0.
Requirod-Loo Builders, ex- 
porloncod In Scribe Fitted 
Tochnlquo, sub-contract or 
hourly work. Possibly sup­
ply logs, pooling. Call (403) 
962-2337. 
Cortlllod daycaro supervisor
needed Sept. 1/86, closing 
date July 7/88. Salary 
$1300, some medical & den­
tal covorngo, full time posi­
tron. Send roaumo: Box 373, 
Ashcroft. B.C. VOK 1A0.
Noodhscraftorsl Excollolit in­
come poluntlal teaching and 
Belling noodlecraUo for Pan­
da Gtllcheratt, Roprononla- 
lives aspocinlly needed In 
rural communlllos. Wrilo 
Panda Silichcrafl, Station 




ery solo Friday July 4, Rim- 
boy Alberta. Soiling tractors 
ranging from small acroogo 
and 4-WD, also a large 
sehMJlIon of haying, tillage 
and harvest equipment. For 
further Information phone 
Alien Olson {403 643-6074 
or BBlo site (403)843-2747.
Como ,ioln"Ttio Fun. Horao-
ranlng Princeton, B.C. 10 
race# each day Juno 28-29, 
July 5, 6, Porf-Muluol wag­
ering. 3Vii hours from Van­
couver, Ptiono 295-3535 for 
Information.
PERSONAL '
Dates Galore. For 'aM’"aQ0B
and unattached. Thousand# 
of members anxlou# to moot 
you. Preotipo Acqualrilnn- 
c«9. Call, foii Free 1-800- 
263-6673. Hour#: fla.m. to 
7p.m. ■ ^
Singles Lino, Singles tele­
phone club (or unattached 
adults ol all ugoa and areas. 
A cate A onjoyablrt way to 
meet olhora. Ladle# register 
frjso. Call ,1.681-6652,
RP.ai, MT/iTF......
Nicaly landscaped on 1.39 
Ac. ranchelto, next to crown 
land, RlK miles to 100 Mile 
House, It,tea ttodroom, fud 
hasoment. 1196 aq,({,
house, Include! all appii- 
fincaB, Full price *89,900. 
For more Informallen phone 
...........
For Rent - mobile- home 
pads for rent in the Okana­
gan at Peaohland, B.G. 767- 
9424 or 494-8987,
No down payment. Luxury 
three bedroom river view 
homes located in Maple 
Ridge, most with large lots 
In crescent locations. Why 
rent? From S800. per 
■month. Call Al 680-7618, 24 • 
hour pager.
By owner year old prestigi­
ous home. Three bedrooms, 
two bathrooms, five appli­
ances. Open for inspection 
Sat-Sunday until sold, 
$140,000. 428 Rlvervlaw 
Cros. Coquitlam. 1-941- 
6801.___
Mobile Home Pads for rent 
in Burns Lake. Natural gas 
and cablevislon.Oonvenient 
location close to large mall. 
For Information 692-7470 
days. Box 1331, Burns Lake.
SERVICES 
Suffering an ICBC Personal 
Injury CTlaim? Carey Linda, 
Lawyer, 14 years, 1650 Our- 
anleau, Vancouver, B.C. 
V6K 3S4. Phono 0-684-7798 
for Free Hovz To informa­
tion: ICBC Claims and A- 
wards. "If you have a 
phone you've got a lawyer."
Major personal Injury 
claims. Joel A. Wener, Law­
yer experienced In litigation 
since 1908. Call collect 0- 
736-8261. Free Initial con­
sultation. Contingency toes 
available. 1632 West 7th, 
Vancq_u_yer;_____ ;_________
Lawyer-designed Divorce 
Kit for uncanleslod divorce# 
under tho Now Divorce Act, 
$69, Mall order to Down­
town Law Clinic, 519 - 025 
West Georgia SI., Vancou- 
vor^ B.C. V6C IRS. 
fRAVrEL' ,
Como and'vacatiofr In Van­
couver, British Columbia, 
Horne of Expo '86, For 
occommodotlons book with: 
Kootenay ,Bed ond Breakla#! 
Roglstry (804)254-5035. 
PleasB book early. __
KFlhieonTo'urr Hd“ r"ogi«. 
lorod operator, proBont# 
New Zealand Sept. 20th to 
Oct 22, $3,600, sharing. In- 
formoilon, 6442 Exirom 
Road, Sardis. O.C. V2R
792-7047°"® V
Aimtrnlla/New Zealand Tra­
vel plans? Now you can call 
tree lo ANZA Travel the 
Down Under exports. Low­
est faros, bo«t oltinnod trip, 
Jo'l"<reo In B.C, 1>D00-072- 
Of 734-7725, _ ___
Vacation Kelowna! The 
Hlplillghi of the Okanogan, 
Ask for your chonco lo win 
up to $2,500. holiday cash. 
Coll loll free 1.flOO-W-4345 
and VacBilon Kelowna i
"Free Transportation" from 
mom major citia# In B.C, 
nogistor now for lummer 
camp - Horses, motorcyc­
le*, BBilboard#. "Much 
Morn", Call Circle "J" 
RniuM 70l.6545i 100 Mila 
House n.C, ___ _
"Hummer Ctimp" , 
now. Throe exciting prog­
ram# - HorBos, Motorcycles, 
Sail boarding A much more 
-Call Circle "J" Ranch
TtH.r.HXrv 1(10 MKc froiiSf,
l),C "Free Tran#po/tallon 
from mo#t mojor cllle*,"
blanket
classifieds
one ciill dws it nW
!
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ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. 1 hr. to all day and even­
ings. Lessons ond overnight campouts. 
Rockhoven Ranch. 478-3023. tf
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 ff
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
new and used doors, table tops, all 
types of glass. Large stock of factory 
clearout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pane windows. Ther­
mopane Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 4th St., 
Sidney, 656-6656. Visa. Mastercard, tf
COME 
TO. . .
“EXPO" SEASONS PASS, $120.00. 
"Galanti" F10. electronic organ with 
built in drum, kit, $1000.00. "Sanyo" 
stereo system $150.00 "Electrohome" 
26" color T.V. $150.00. Call 656-4351.
27
FRENCH PROVINCIAL, white and gold 
double bed, firm mattress, triple 
dresser and mirror, night table, very 
good condition. $500. 656-7053. 27
JOHN DEER POWER WASHER, good for 
washing windows, driveways, autos, 




Pick-up or delivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
Summer 
Sauitgym Camp
Aug. 5 - 29 
(weekly sessions)
IN OUR NEW LOCATION
721 Vanalman Ave. 
(across from Grey Beverage 
Register Now
477-5981
HOMES BY OWNERS 
Catalogue
List with us & sell yourself. 
First 100 listings received get 
free advertising for 30 days. 
477-6918. Mutual Benefits 
Services.
658-5235
toSENIORS (60 OR MORE). New 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. Drop 








THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St., is the in­
formation ond Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula, if you need 
assistance of if you wish to volunteer a 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please call 656-0134
for further information. _    1?
TABLE"TeNNIS (Ping-Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School. Mondays
KENMORE WRINGER washer. Excellent 
condition, $150. 656-3014. 27
OUTSIDE STAIRS for sale. Would like to 
buy patio umbrella and table. Phone 
656-4882. 27
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD maple, 
douglas fir, arbutus, older 128 cu. ft. 
cords serving the Saanich Peninsula 
652-6063. tf
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Fur­
ther info. 652-4580. 652-1531. tf
BABY CRIB, reuglar size, $40; B&W T.V. 
set, good working order, $30; 2 small 
desk lomsp, $10 o pair. 656-3291. 28
'68 VAV. WESTPHALIA VAN, $95oI
white bentwood rocker, $20; dark 
stained bentwood rocker, $40; 1-16" 
green bike, $25; T-16" blue bike, $25. 
Call Catherine 656-4904. 27
FIREWOOD, all kinds, cut to order. 
Cedar posts and rails. Evenings phone 
656-4213. 30
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, coll 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. rd
FULL LOGGING TRUCK LOADS, of fir 
firewood. Delivered to your site. Yield 
13-15 cords $600.00 C.O.D. 479-8292.
27
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day, 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for 
more info. tf
ELECTRIC KILN and potters wheel, 
ceramic moulds, glazes, pottery and 
ceramic tools. Bird cage, half oak bar­
rels, plant pots, and canning jars. 
Phone 656-0595. 28
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
- drop them off ot The Revievy^ TF
PANDORA'S CLOSET, has lots of T- 
shirts $1.00-$10.00, also once only 2 
tuxedoes 44 short, 44 tall, 1 youth suit, 
blue wool. Chest 38, waist 30, inseam 
31 ’/j. 27
SINGLE WHITE AND GOLD headboard, 
$15; Beautyrest box spring and mat-' 
tress, $125; two white plywood 
vanities, $15 each; brick lined all steel 
airtight heater, used 3 mon., $300; 40 
sq. ft. stick down tile. $20; boys desk, 
$12,656-9953. 27
ARAB 14 HORSE MARE, 4 yrs. old, 
chestnut with white blaze, 14.1 H.H.. 






THREE PIECE v/alnut veneer bedroom 
suite, bed, dresser, chest of drawers, 
box spring, mattress, excellent condi­
tion. $150 firm. 652-5739. 27
HONEYMON TIME at Jus' Kidding. 
Closed from noon July 9 til July 21. Re­
open July 22. 9;00 a.m. See you then. 
9788A 2nd St. 656-7313. 28
WATER SKIS. $45., ottoman $50., 
footstool $12., choise lounge $245., 
like new. Phone 656-7716. 28
REG. 3 YR. OLD 15/16 ARABIAN FILLY, 
sire Sir Port Bask, black bay with white 
blaze, started vrestern, beautiful ac­
tion, moke an offer. 1-746-5094. tf
REG. 9 YR. OLD APPY GELDING, dark 
brown vrith blanket, 14.2 H.H.. super 
games horse, qualified for Summer 
Gomes, won 1 gold medal, also good 
riding horse, $1,500. 1-746-5094.tf
elkTbTaver lk” equestrian
SOCIETY, your dontions gratefully 
received for tack and garage sale July 
5 765 Beover Lake Rd. 10-4 p.m. Call 
Anne 479-9167 or Neil 652-9927. 27
PANDORE's CLOSET hast lots of T- 
shirts $1.00 - $10.00, olso once only 2 
tuxedoes, 44 short, 44 tall, 1 youth 
suit, blue wool. Chest 38, waits 30, in­
seam 31 '/j. 27
FOR SALE; English saddle, $250; 
English bridle, $140; both very good 
condition. Phone 656-0595. 28
DRY FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for 
sale. Also good for gardens. 656-5671.
BOYS 19" 10-SPEED, $50., girls 16" bike 
$40, and 12" $25. 652-0607. 27
KITCHEN CABINET and vanity kits for 
do-it-yourself in 6 high quality models. 
Low factory direct pricing, saves you 
money at Alin Browne Cabinets. 560 
Alpha St. 385-3535. ' ' ' '
A I,- — — —
29
STROLLER RENTALS - daily or weekly. 
Reasonable rates. Jus' Kidding, 9788A‘ 
- 2nd St. 656-7313. 27
KNOW WHERE YOU LOST YOUR 
VALUABLES? I'll find them, metal 
detector services. Steve 652-2717 eves.
• • ■ 28'
NEED EXTRA MONEY? Bring your 
quality used childrens SO-12) clothing, 
furniture, etc. to us for consignment. 
Jus' Kidding, 9788A - 2nd St. 656-7313.
27
FOUND: pair of roller skates at Tulista 
Park. 656-4984. 28
FOUND: one set of keys at Victoria In­
ternational. 656-7567. 28
THE SIDNEY SEVENTH-DAY ADVENTIST 
CHURCH invites all children of the 
community, ages 5 to 14, to attend a 6 
day Vacation Bible School to be held at 
10345 Bowerbank Road. Those wishing 
to attend should block off the dates 
between July 7 and July 12 on their 
calendar - the days the session begins 
and ends. Those wanting to enroll may 
do so at 6:15 on July 7. Classes will 
meet from 6:30 pm to 9:00 pm beginn­
ing July 7. The daily schedule will in­
clude a craft and "nature time" as well 
as Bible references on the subject 
"Jesus and Me". All activities are 
geared for children between the ages 
of 5 to 14 and oli boys and girls in the 
community in this age group are in­
vited to attend. There also will be 
supervised games tor est their grow­
ing minds, and to assist the children in , 
using up excess energy. The primary 
ond junior sections will enjoy o special 
workbook made up of puzzles, com­
pletion tests, and other exercises. No 
charge is made to enrol! in the Vanca- 
tion Bible School. Each child, however, 
should be accompanied by an adult to 
complete the enrollment on opening 
day: Special graduation'exercises will 
be held at the close of the 6 day 
period. Assisting in the over-oil direc­
tion of the genorol program during the 
VBS is Sven Behm, pastor of the local 
Adventist Church. ' 27
LOST: one set of boat treailer rollers. 
656-4898. 27
BARGAIN - large hand mode 





ROLLEIFLEX 2Vt square camero. Built- 
in light meter. Just serviced, $425, 656- 
4956. 28
169,^ -'PEWipili;
LET US INSTALL mirrors fo your bifold 
doors, at discount prices. 656-6656 
Visa, Mostercnrd accepted. tf
15cu. ft. freezer, 150.(X), 656-6449, 27
ELECTROHOME ORGAN, with rhythm 
master ond Leslie $1000 O.B.O., Vik­
ing console stereo $150., O.B.O, both 
In excellent condition. 656-6218. _ 28
CABINET custome made 
only $12.99 ea, Factory 









D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new baby in hospital, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
pockages available. Phone 656-3420 





Browne Cabinets, 560 Alpho St., 
3535,
FOR SALE, boy's 24' Raleigh 10 spd. 
brand now never boon ridden, $150., 
coll 656-6706. Eveningti. _______ 27
WI-inrE ' 'f^OST^TreIe" rofrTgo^^^^^
closest offer ^ $250. 656-0520.____ TJ
KEAfiliG SECOND HAND, now and us­
ed household furnishings. Wo love 
consignments. 2145 Keating Cross Rd, 






YOU SINGLE, DIVORCED, 
SEPARATED?
18 or OVER?
Write to P.O. Box 1906, Wpg., Mon. 
R3C 3n2 feu your Kit, Today. 
WESTERN CANADA'S FOREMOST 
DATING SRVS.
. --’i’Li t '■'' 'I 
iY', '
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS, fresh cut 
flowers, corsages, ofc. for all occa­
sions. Free locol delivery, Ponirisulo 
Flowers, 0512 West Saanich Rd, 652- 
9602. 27
2 SKYLIGHTS 3’x4', portable follol (like 
new), frmtjwr baskets, croon car mot 
(front), full size wooden bod ftamo, 
VV' electric drill, high powered air rifle
22 calibre. 656-2395, ... _ ;..._ ;...... JI9
id PINT CANNER
74 Dodge pickup mirrors. $25,00, both 
, noorly new. ... ...'.H
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Lino 3B3t3232. Wo offer informa­
tion, support and referrals, 24 hours o 
day, 7 days a week, tf
COUNSELLING for famlHos and in- 
dlviduols of oil ages serving ttio 
PonituulQ, Communiiy Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third SI., Sidnoy, 656-
^0)34._' ..... ; ^.. ;........  ^ ............; ;tl
IS OVERl'A'ilNci crooling problem* in 
your life? Ovuroaleti Anonymous con 
help you, Mo duos, no woigh-lns. Call 
Sidney 656-4353.^, ■;.......... ........ ■......... ...... tf
WOULD Ltki TO INTERVIEW poopio 
who date ihrougli poiHonnl od* for 




Anil-•We flfo aooldno Fine Art, 
quoB, and Collecllblna,
•To sell your lleina lo Iho hlghoi l 







2489 Boncon AwB. 
Sidnoy, B,C,
656-5511
RETJ BARN ANTIQUES Is seeking good 
quality ontlquos and colloctlblos, 
cryi'lol, IwrnilufO, dhhos, 4596 Wort 
Soamth Rd. 479-9444i 31
WANTED! usod rrsorcKo bike. 656- 
9990. ; ' ^ 27
CANOE, roosonohlo I4-'I5 let, ASO-liflIO 
aIttK 5i30£.m, .. ......... ...-
ApWOcIsjAiLi
FOR BFAUTIFUL HAN DSL
■ tISil*
rw »rxtrliii w;t.*»ir/fii 01 nvMiy 
day siROiini:ii Iry ncrytic
ot, rmsikJ Uib iBftflih wHh 
lips srwtgslt and ixilics 
list dltlnlBIH S 
TsiViosixiiy loop last- 
intj fBduiiina only (wuixl't 
till* Ilona tty » 
piolmshinal ftM,
Siva ttwi looli!









A Iromoridous aoloction 
novd ftvallflblo, roprosonllng 
oRCoptlonal vnluoj pricod 
lioivi only:—
mooo
MO'VINft ■ ovt'iylfilnp mu';l gn Tons of 
ftiid rit hOrgnlo priros 9631 - .ltd 5t 
July 54lh, 6^-437AJor'detoilsr _ 37 
iwbAVrjK'y 6ri0-4'p,m,' 2012 Wfi’ile
Birch Rd Furniture end misc, 
hous*hold_ilerni._mlc,_ ^^ .. .........'2/
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS
typing now citailohL |(jcully. (look!,, 
rnnnurrripts hrochorer etr etc roll 
nvenings 6564466. No job toasmqll, t| 
0i»W$AiAKtNO'''AND'^YAITORIN<$!'" 
pm'injf'H’OfJ prctfesaional. Trillium Creci' 
liens, Joon Diokowi 6JVl>-3l'Kl. ■ if
iwformatiomcfntrf 





The Victoria sales manage­
ment takes pride in con­
gratulating Doug Campbell for 
his sales achievements in the 
month of May. The Gold Pla­
que Award was established to 
recognize superior sales 
achievements in a single 
month.
Buying or Selling 
Call Doug 
at 656-5584






For Dependable Friendly & 




TWO BEDROOM SUITE, in adult 
building $470., includes heat, hot- 
water, coble, parking. To view phone 
658-8845. 28
DEAN PARK, 1648 Moyneview, 1600 
sq. ft. custom built, 2 br. rancher on 
private '/3 ocre treed lot. $125,000. 
Phone owner 656-5681. 28
BRAND NEW LISTING, 2.7 acre seclud­
ed country view lot, close to Brent­
wood, frees, some pasture, well, pric­
ed to sell, $82,500. 652-5763. 29
ENGLISH • Kothy and Dovid, and sister 
Juniper, lovingly welcome Willow Ber­
nadette. Born at noon, 1986 at Victoria 
General Hospitol, weighed a whopp­





I Good four bedroom typcj home 
I in Maryland area of Sidney .
I Great corner lot with park at 
rear, Nice open design with 
water views from living and din- 
I ing room, Lxira sun deck oil 
[dining room. Workshop and rec 
room in basement.
List piico $99,500,00 
BILL MOSHER
I (OIIICB 656-0911) (Res.) 656-7117
RESTATE 
FOR SALE ■■ WSAll;.





Immaculate 1770 square 
foot 3 bedroom split level in 
Brentwood. On the end of 
a quiet cut de sac and 
beside a small park. Peace 
and quiet priced right. 
VERAL LANES 
656-0747 or 385-1478
LUXURY LIVING — BRAND NEW — $137,900.00
This gorgeous 1700 square foot Dean Park rancher with a 
full basement has just been finished and is open daily for 
your viewing 2:00 - 4:00 p.m, at 1875 Barrett Drive. 
Quality construction by Ron Egli. For viewing call
VERAL LANES 656-0747 or 385-1478
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2348 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
656-3923
REALTY WORLD®
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN
TALKING REAL ESTATE
MAKE THE RIGHT CHOICE
make it
wm MEmm pmpiE,
WITHIN YOUR MEANS! $72,500.
Drive by 10108 Pleasant St. in Sidney or give me a call for viewing 
this 2 storey 2 bedroom home. Room for one more bedroom down. 
Kitchen and bathroom recently remodelled. Large enclosed sun- 
porch. *
CALL SANDY SANDISON 656-9372
INVENTORY NEEDED!
Young man, government employee requests modest home or one 
bedroom condominium, first time buyer. Also, handy person 
homes, town or country. Two specific requests for quiet country 
lifestyle homes to $130,000. Studio or double garage desirable. 
Prompt inspection and evaluation to meet the needs of my 
clientele. Perhaps your outgrown house matches the needs of so­
meone on my list? Let,us also discuss the possibilities of trading. 
Do you have a house & need a condominion instead? Please call 
me for a confidential discussion of your housing needs and pro­




2481 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY 656-0911
jMi J
VIEW OF THE BAY
I Well conati'uclod rollrornont 
type homo loalufing two 
j bodroorns, two bnltiroorna,I large dining room, largo sun 
idock, ,snuna, so parole 
woikshop, rilonly of parking.
I (areal views over Brontwooc: 
Bay just a coiiple of hundrod 





Ml. Baker looks like an ice 
cream cone from this view 
home. Three bedrooms plus 
and ideal set-up for a nanny or 
in-laws. Yard and home are in 
immaculate condition! Priced 
to sell at $145,000,
MICHELE HOLMES
You Ran see Mt, Baker from 
almost every room! This three 
bedroom (or 2 plus a don) is 
on a private easy care lot on 
Curtols PI. I( you like naturo 
and views (hen you're going 
to love tIVis home! Call loday 






One of Ilie, UnoiM 2 brjdroom
Ranch style hornofi on Iho 
market, Quality . craltsmBiv 
sI'iiPi; maloriniR A doilgn make 
this a must lo seo, Family 
room off kllchon oak hlghlilos 
thtoughoul "SheilrJ ol Con- 
lidenco’’ aocuilty syslem, 
aulo,: garage oponoi.
Soulhorn oxposufo, 5 minute
walk lo down town Sidnoy. ox- 








Open Houso 2-4 pin 
Sol. a Sun.
An enchnniing, aulliontlc 3 
bod IrngliKli Country Homo sol 
on (3,61 acres ovorlooklng tho 
Woodwyn Valley and Ml. 
Nowlon, 7 Ktall barn w/pad- 
docka, chicken houso and 
run, 2200 ft, irack. At tho 





Altractive lyt'o bodioorn one 
level home oil piivale comoi 
lot, In quiot aioa ol Sidney, 
Walking distance lo slropping
windows. Iieavy Inauli'itton;' 
patio and gaiden Bhed at rear, 
Uuud gaiden uiue plus leuch 
mom, list $79,500.60.
'Chobl'" ■ind ' b! *':.''''"
Home Ioniums double gUwed
■ RII.LMOSHFR'' ' 
(Off,) 656-0911 (hos.) 658-7117
CALL FOR A FREE NO-OBLIC.,\TION 
MARKET ANALYSIS OF YOU R PROPERTY.
iimintwi'liiiwtiiMi




LISTSNGSBOB KING OHNUi^ PAM KING
GO WITH OUR EXTRA ADVANTAGES
A local Real Estate team using TWO computerized catalogue 
listing services — MLS and NRS, our proven national referral 
system, our Real Estate supplement, plus NEW marketing ser­
vices,
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR HOME 
PAM and BOB KING 656-3257
V BLOCK BROS. NATIONAL RfeAL ESTATE SERVICES 656-5584 >
CURTEIS POINT, $129,500. 2800 sq. ft. 
quality 2 level home across from 
waterfront, easy access, view of Mt. 
Baker, some water views. Open 
house, 10890 Fernie Wynd, R.R. 3, 






AN ASSET TO 
ANY BUSINESS!
ONE OF SIDNEY’S PRIME 
RETAIL SPACE
• LOTS OF FOOT TRAFFIC
• TRAFFIC LIGHT AT 
CORNER
• AFFORDABLE
• 725 SQ. FT.
AVAILABLE IMMEDI.ATELY 




1 — 1350 sq. ft. 3 BR in 
new subdivision of custom 
homes close to beach in 
quiet area of Sidney. Ask­
ing $97,900.
2 — new ranchers, 1150 
sq. ft. within walking 
distances to shopping, 
etc. $86,500.
1 — new 1200 sq. ft. ran­
cher, 2 BR, in new subdivi­
sion. Asking $89,900.
Great 4 year old 3 BR ran­
cher close to Sidney on a 
quiet cul-de-sac. Asking 
$79,900.
ADULTS only;





Rent Includes heat, T.V., ' 
parking, sauna, swirlpool, 
billiards, and workshop. 10 
min. to Sidney, 20 min. to 
Victoria. $0 Suite complex on 
4 acres. Extra parking 
available.
Mr. & Mrs. Reeves
WATERFRONT LOT
One sheltered lot with 
walk-on beach on ex­
clusive Roberts Bay. Fan­
tastic views of water & 
mountains. Super sunny. 
On quiet street and close 




Fireplace, no pets, $575. per 
month.
656-4066 or 656-4Q03
COUNTRY COTTAGE, 1 bdrm., 5 miles 
from Sidney, oil range, small fireplace, 
non-smokers, no children. References 
please. $400. per month, plus utilities. 
656-3741. 27
One acre with potential 
view. Road & well already 
in, producing 30 gallons 
per minute. Asking 
$39,900.
BRENTWOOD BAY - 1 bdrm. apt. in 
older 4-plex. Rent includes heat, 
fridge, stove, and fireplace, $370 per 
mo. 479-3310. 30
ONE BDRM. in my home, would suit 
boarder, private both, shared kitchen, 
etc. Reply Box 800, 9781-2nd St., 
Sidney. V8L 4P8. 28
SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOODCENTRE 656-0131
^PR^ERTY MANAGEMENT ^RENTALS ®!NSURAMCE
" -OFFICE HOURS
OCEAN VIEW FROM 
$39,900
One acre lots in new ex­
clusive controlled subdivi­
sion. Fantastic opportunity 
to have your dream estate. 
This is by far the most 
prestigious subdivision on 
the Peninsula.
COUNTRY COTTAGE on Ardmore 
course. 1 bdrm., living room, den, 
fireplace, electric heat, full bathroom, 
furnished, $425 per mo plus utilities. 
REferences required. 656-4621. 27
P DON’T FORGET TO PHONE




BY OWNER: Sidney, 9344 Maryland Dr. 
off Lochside. Immaculate 3 or 4 bdrm., 
V/j baths home. Open 1-5 Sat. and 
Sun. $88,000. Offers. 656-1276. 27
BY OWNER: charming 2 bdrm. home. 
Renovated oak kitchen, wood stove, 
basement and closed in garage. Fenc­
ed in yard. Close to shopping and 
schools. Assumable 10!4 percent mor- 





oiluated at Iho end of a quiet cul-do-sac in Brentwood this is a
great fqmily homo with both schools and shopping near by, Lge: 
Living Room has partial Malahat views, 3 spacious bedrooms up 
have lots ot room, First lime offered (or sale ol $89,900. A must- 




Add,up the plusos A the total is a very desirable homo with somo
' special (eaturoa. Located in Brentwood within walking distanco of 
schools, EhoprJinc) and transportation; It has 4 bedmomi 1 V 
baths, separate Master bedrooms, nearly now kitchen a carpels^, 
large room vdlh very la,sieful decorating, Tho homo viows 
across acios of Holds, is on a quiet cul-de-sac and Is well land­
scaped. Are you right lorthls homo? $90,500,
FINALLY— THE RIQHTTOWNHOME 
for THE RIGHT PRICEI 
™nl?yrnowZr'™''' '““'to'™ lowriliomo com-
Summorwood Village will bo 1H townhomes dosiqnnd for tho "Ar'- 
tivri HoilrecTPorsoiV' who requires quality, convonlonco and 
.vocutily in a semi-rutal setting , , . lor the right piico, All horneB 
me dosignijd wllli isise of living in mind tor iiuiso roiirornoni yoms. 
Level enlrys, s(:iaclous kilchans with, eating areas, grnraous living 
rooms vyllti.hoatilalor (lieplacoB, onclosod gaingofi, private rear 
r-iatios and P f(,ili batlHoonis are lusi ‘iorno rtf unt many luaturos,
' The Viilaqi* will tn^ sllnfilcrj ert ,t Iniiy l.'indscripod (;ro!,;eily wiiii
security pefiinri'tei lerice and a controlled aocnsii nale '
Prices range It,om iLU/.Otjo ip $109,000,'for, a truly,a(fordablo 
lownhome Phone me today to attnnge your private viowing oi the 
Plans and m f,nd nnl rnnrh rihoul mr';' luw. mi itiMM
lovynhorTic communiiv, ' , , '





8 Retirement Ranchers from $119,900
Offering al the arnenitic3s that one would expect in a 
ctuality deveioprriont such as this.
Lobated in the most sought alter area, closodo all 
amenities yet situated on lhe iriosi beautiful 2 acre 
garden estate . Ocean view and jutst steps to tiie most 
beaiitifu! bay in Sidney,
THINKING REAL ESTATE?
LIS I ING OR SELLING)
Why iTot givo mp n call and lots discusB ail your Boat Lstnio needs,
RON KUBEK BlockBros Realty
:’ "''Yr)bR HOME; TEAM", 656-5584 ' '
For your porsonal viewing ploaso contact
your oYcfuwIvo agents:
Doug Campbell (604) 6S5-15S6 or 
Loyd Burdon (604) 656-T027 




Three parties will have, ap­
plications for temporary com­
mercial use permits reviewed by 
Central Saanich council July 7.
The Pit Stop recreational 
vehicle park on Keating 
Crossroad developed by Bryn 
Enterprises is nearly completed, 
said Bryn president Claude 
Butler. “We’re hoping to still 
accommodate a few travellers 
this year.’’ A final commercial 
permit is required before 
business gets underway.
The Pit Stop will have about 
180 parking units with hydro, 
water, telephone and toilet
facilities provided. Landscaping 
the area will include a sound 
barrier of trees on Keating 
Crossroad and more trees sur­
rounding the remaining 
perimeter of the property.
Two neighbors applied for 
permits to establish an RV park 
on their adjoining Homatliko 
Road properties. The park will 
be seasonal and only self- 
contained serviced recreational 
vehicles will be allowed in the 
park.
The number of RV sites or 
pads will not exceed 50 
stipulates a draft permit.
CRD seek Input
You have a chance to ensure 
your favorite beach or hiking 
trail will be preserved or 
declared a park area.
Public input into the Capital 
Regional District Park’s “of­
ficial regional park plan is in­
vited,’’ says parks adminstrator 
Ramona Herrick.
Parks Research and Planning 
Inc. is conducting research into 
the current policy and condition 
of CRD’s parks.
A consultant with PRP Inc, 
Pamela Williams said they are 
starting to get some public sug­
gestions. “We want people to 
be thinking about why we have 
regional parks, what kind of ac­
tivities they want to do in parks 
and what areas should be 
regional parks?”
Williams said there are a 
number of concerns which pro­
mpted the CRD to mount a 
public involvment campaign.
Public access to beaches or 
parks for the elderly or han­
dicapped should be looked into, 
said Williams.
A considerable amount of 
land surrounding present CRD 
park areas is rapidly becoming 
developed, she explained. The 
parks department would like ac­
cess to this land, although CRD 
can’t always afford to purchase 
the property, or haven’t looked 
into it sufficiently to make the 
investment. This report would 
provide the required informa­
tion, she said.
PRP is producing three 
newsletters over the summer. 
The first is available now at 
municipal halls, recreation cen­
tres and the local library. In­
terested people can attend mon­
thly public meetings where PRP 
update CRD parks. For in­
formation on the meeting place 




A 17-year-old Coquitlam 
youth caused more than $4,000 
worth of damage in the early 
morning hours of June 25, 
when the 1973 Ford he was driv­
ing struck two parked vehicles 
and knocked down a fence.
Central Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Miles said Troy Mitchell 
was driving along Brentwood 
Drive shortly after midnight 
when he ran into a 1975 Dodge 
Van owned by Cascade 
Refrigerator company of Vic­
toria, causing $1,000 in 
damage.
A 1983 Ford pickup, owned 
by Roy Parkinson of Brent­
wood Drive, was also hit during 
the mishap, struck while parked 
in a driveway and suffering 
$400 in damage.




The Review provides this 
community calendar free of 
charge, space permitting. 
Preference will be given to local 
nonprofit clubs and organiza­
tions. Deadline for advertising 
upcoming events is Friday at 5 
p.m.
READ
Victoria READ Society sum­
mer school July 7-25 or Aug. 5- 
25, register now for in­
dividualized instruction in 
reading, written expression, 
spelling and math. 388-7225.
LAWN BOWLING 
Lawn bowling, for informa­
tion 656-347.
FASHION SHOW 
Oder of Amaranth fashion 
show and luncheon, July 12, 
11:30-3:30 p.m., Mt. Newton 
Masonic Hall, admission.
BIBLE SCHOOL 
Sidney Seventh Day Adven­
tist bible school. .Inly 7-12, 
registration 6:15 p.rn, July 7, 
10345 Bowerbank Road.
ART SHOW
Helen Andersen one-woman 
art show, July 1-30, 10-10 p,m., 
Maples Gallery.
ETHNIC DANCE 
Dancing on ihcv green, Scot­
tish, Greek and Canadian,
ROBERTS WtANOR 3433 Molovlow, 
cloan wall moftagud bldg,, 4 biks, from 
Boocon Avei, 2 bdrmn attd don from 
$4tH), 1 bdrm, $350, Juno Hf. Manogot 
655.9740. tf
Tues. eves;i:t ;J-9 p.m.i ’'Gor' 
Unum Centre for the Folk Arts, 
5990 W. Saanich Rd. 652-1331.
RECITALS
Christ Church Cathedral 
Summer Recital Series, start Ju­
ly 5, 4 p.m. 383-2714.
HEALTHY AGEING 
St. John’s Ambulance 
Healthy Ageing Workshop, Ju­
ly 7-8, 10-noon, Senior Citizen’s 
Centre, Resthaven Dr., free.
AIRSHOW TICKETS 
Abbotsford International 
Airshow'advance tickets on sale 
tlirough July 15. Airshow, Aug. 
8-10.533-3713,
STRAWBERRY FESTIVAL 
Municipality of Saanicli an­
nual Strawberry Festival, July 
6, 9-5 p.m., Beaver Lake Park, 
pony rides, barbeque and races. 
BUSINESS WORKSHOPS 
Business Development Centre 
workshops, next scries begin Ju­
ly 5 and 7, 9-5 p.m. To register 
384-2432.
"games SEMINAR
Games ’86 .seminar, inclutle.s 
card, board and computer .soft­
ware gamc.s, July 12-13. .384- 
2432.
STAMP CLUB 
Sidney Stamp Club meeting, 
July 5, 1:30 p.m.. Siilnoy
Librarv, .stamp auction too, 
656-3554.
SAANICH FAIR 
Saanich I'air Rxliibilor's 
Seminar, July 6, 1-5 p.m.. Main 




Club, July 7. 7:30 p.m.. 10153 
Bowerbank Rd. 6,56-9570.
SIDNEY, furnlthctd room lo ronl 960)- 
7th Si. at Ocoan SI, $105,00 (tor rnonlh. 
Include* ulllillM*, it aero** from park.
If
TWO BEDROOM SUITE, In odult 
building $470., Includo* h«oi, hot- 
woli»r, rcibltt, parking. To viow pborto 
638.B045, 39
BRENTWOOD, I bdrm, unlurnidmd 
lull® in prlvol* hom*». N/S, N'D. 653-
4596..................... ..... , ,
FOR RENT, prlmd rotail tpaco. Cot nor 
cl Owcuon Av«, and Slit ,Sl,, over700 
'tg,«(., _coll Dan 656-01M.^ if
af'BDRM. OUNOALOW.''''Fltoplcico',‘'cou(’. 
tyeifd, vmtkthnp, gofdnn, idftnt for 
r«Ur«trn»ni. Nffor Baacon. nnar bacli. 
$575 (ter ITI0, 656.19,19. 37
SIDNEY'tOVWHOiW^
hnlb* trin.-nd ynn-l '«itnrnirt,)» nnrl
lownmenvwr, wal«c, *1ov«, fridge ond 
dropiiK Includod. No <hnr.fr»n or pntt, 
AvolloUlo July 1, 1986. Rofereni'e* ru> 
quhed, Vi«w by ttjtpcilnlititml unly. 
tnW per nvs, 65X'4567, '
TWO'’bdIm,..HOUS'e,..3""block* ' from'
Oeofon Ave.. $500, 6.53-4558'fSnlHpr- 
'OTh..'“J'..._______ ' ' 'V7
RESPONSIBLE WORKING WOMAh 
wl*htt» to rani opnrimont or tmol 
howtift. Prefer rurol ot tubuilton toco 
lion on I’tmlniual north of Kfloiirif 
Cfottroadi, Linda 656-5434 si
WANTED to' HEfjri..lK)oie'"or'(iijp(m
wllh grtroge. Adull t aupe, no pel* 
Aug, 1_._656;379L , , x
require 4.bdrm, houtc on lonfl tern 
tenirtl, Preferably dote to Tueltun 
Hnrbour, Al*o require live iri or ttu 
cook.houteknener foil Stevrv OOrt
5011 Ngrih Voncouver. -'3*
3 BDRM. • oppllonce* tnci. Sidrveyareo 
SIrtgle dwelling nr 5X5, Non-tnvioker* 
.rion.diinktrti. Approx. Noeditr
bnforit Scipl,^ 1.656 6017, , j
nw'''BEDRC)dM''’'HOU$E"'clo*»'t^ 
nond oteon, $59,600. 653.4551
(f If Ing).
Wednesday, July 2, 1986 THE REVIEW




So far you’ve made it. Polish­
ed off 12 years of academia and 
you’re ready to conquer the 
world. So what to do to keep 
boredom at bay and bring in the 
pay?
In these days of high 
unemployment, when having a 
job doesn’t mean you’ll get to 
keep it, it’s time to e.xplore all 
possibilities before you find 
something right for you.
Armored car couriers start 
off the the list from A-Z. Ever 
considered being an ammuni­
tion technician? Maybe an anti­
que car, or antique-anything 
restorer?
Bakers need apprentices, 
meat-packers need beef- 
graders. Blind people need 
braille reading materials. Some 
publishing firms have braille- 
sterograph-machine operators.
Consider that continuous 
cloth towel-roll dispensers in 
public washrooms need to be 
replaced and laundered by 
somebody. Maybe working in a 
confectionary factory mixing 
candy batches is more your 
style. Chimneys need to be 
swept, and coffee that’s good to 
the last drop should have the 
beans carefully roasted.
Dieticians define good eats. 
Then there are door-frame in­
stallers and diamond cutters.
E stands for egg graders, 
editors, electronic proto-Type 
technologists and engravers.
Fillet fish or run away to the 
circus . . become a ferris wheel 
operator. Learn to be a film 
developing machine attender in 
a 24-hour film developing ser­
vice. Run a flatware (that’s 
knives, forks and spoons) buff­
ing machine.
Good health starts with 
ginseng. Grow this oriental root 
for a profit. Try pet grooming, 
glove-making, or gyproc ap- 
plicating.
Hats are in style — be a hat 
fitter. Nautical enthusiasts can 
carry a hobby one step further 
and become a harbor pilot. Of
toward becoming a vet. Her pa­
tients are all horses. She says 
veterinary work is often more 
difficult than human medicine 
because a vet is ail things to her 
patients.
W, X, Y and Z are a bit hard 
to fulfill unless the suggestion 
of becoming a Persian historian 
specializing in King Xerxes ex­
ploits sparks an interest.
To conclude this list of 
assorted avocations add water 
treatment plant technicians, 
wool sorters, yeast mixers and 
zipper-stop altachcrs!






Owner Will Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sjdney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES Phone: 656-4754 — 30 Years Experience
JUST ME
HURRAY FOR SUMMER! School’s out and it’s time for 
drivers to watch out for children playing near roads and 
driveways during the holidays.
Sailors
Ahoy!
Lacrosse is the Canadian na­
tional sport. Lacrosse scouts 
keep an eye out for the best 
players for professional teams. 
It takes about seven years to 
become a lawyer. If that sounds 
too long then become a law 
clerk. Of course lard rendering 
is another option.
Maids aren’t just employed 
by the Royal Family you know. 
Move to Ontario and make 
maple syrup or learn to micro­
film manuscripts.
Now it’s one thing to make 
one bowl of stroganoff noodles 
from scratch but if you plan to 
supply half the country you’ll 
probably but a noodle press and 
get someone to operate it.
Orthopedics offer and option 
for the medically inclined. Owls 
interst ornithologists.
Put the puzzle of who designs 
wallpaper patterns or who 
blueprints patterns for dress 
designers behind you and do it 
yourself. Be a product packag­
ing designer. You might invent 
a new toothpaste pump.
Quality control is all part of a 
day’s, work for quality control
personnel inspecting factory 
goods.
Respiratory technologists 
don’t have to attend school as 
long as doctors and have a 
rewarding medical career. Bolts 
of ribbon in fabric shops didn’t 
get on the spools by themselves, 
somebody has to be a ribbon- 
winder.
Seismologists weren't 
recognized until Earthquake hit 
the silver screen. Panty-hose is 
taken for granted these days — 
the craftsmanship of a seamless 
hosiery knitter. Maybe nobody 
admits to being a sewer inspec­
tor but they’re a necessary ele­
ment in society.
Tea as a tea-taster. Become a 
traffic observer or tire- 
retreader.
Understanding the dynamics 
of upright telephone poles is re­
quired for utility-pole installa­
tion. Might not strike your fan­
cy at first thought, but under­
takers are never lacking for 
business.
Veterinary 'medicine was 
Terry Tuddenham’s choice of 
careers. She devoted seven years
















course you could choose to be a 
hearing-aid repair person.
Industrial firms require safely 
officers. Work in an official 
capacity as an interpreter or tin 
can inspector.
Juice-blenders don’t just sit 
on Mom’s kitchen counter, fac­
tories employ them to mix con­
coctions of fruit nectars. Are 
you strong, short and light? Be 
a jockey. Juke-box records are 
regularly changed by a juke-box 
routeman.
Keeping an eye on salty 
climes? Then perhaps there is a 
career in kelp culling for you. 
Ceramics factories hire kiln 
laborers and fabric factories 





If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently chang­
ed, please cal! us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three 
months. This sen/ice limited fo Ihe Review’s Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
(?9) Adam's Machining ........................ ............................... 652-6151
(?a) B&MConstruction................................. ................ ..656-3180
(.am Brentwood Wool Shop......................................... ......... 652-5333
(zo) Camfew Boats.......................... 652-6151
(31) Complete Moving Services Lid............. 652-5126
Vi3i (?o) Wm. Mirchoff, Podiatrlsl ..... ...........656-6711
iWS (3(3) SandownWindows............. ............. ..656-9863
<31) Tunes ’N Tees ...........   656-4818
( .1, Ty’s Greeting C-ards & Gilts ................656-4316










OPEN 7 AM - 7 PM Every Day
Licensed 652-1192
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TAKE OUTS 656-5596-7 
5th & Beacon Sidney
TRY OUR $6.95
Early Evening DINNER SPECIAL 
4:30 - 6:00 Mon.-Fri.
Lunch 4 Dinner Doily 
Sunday Bfiin'ch 11:30-1:30 
7)72BientwoodBay 
Phono 652-2413 or 652-9515
SMUGGLER’S 
COVE RESTAURANT









SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
COMBO FOR ONE
• Chicken chow Moin
• Chicken Pried Rice
• Sweet & Sour Boneless Pork
andPrnwns SR75
Tea or Coffee Only
652-3622 
812 Verdicr Ave. Brentwood Bay
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The sky will fill 
with Comamhes
Fifty Comanches are descending on Sidney July 4-8.
No, there’s no war paint and galloping pinto ponies. 
These Piper Comanches are high-performance planes, fly­
ing into Victoria Airport from as far away as Florida for a 
meeting of the International Comanche Society.
Local Comanche pilot Bob Parkinson says the aircraft is 
no longer manufactured. The single and twin-engine 
planes were built by Piper Aircraft Corporation from 1958 
to 1971. “No other plane made to date is built to carry as 
huge a load as the Comanche and at the same rate (of 
speed),” said Parkinson.
It is a very forgiving craft to fly, he noted. Nearly 
anyone can fly a Comanche, he said, and it’s advanced 
wing design enables tricky manoevering.
Cruising altitude is generally 5,000 to 10,000 feet with a 
speed of 180 miles per hour. Parkinson recalls flying his 
own Comanche carrying four adults, a full fuel tank and 
200 pounds of luggage at 180 MPH for a non-stop six and 
one-half hour flight.
If o.xygen is onboard, the little planes can cruise at 
22,000 feet.
Local society members will host about 120 international 
guests. Their planes will be parked adjacent to Victoria 
Flying Club facilities while their pilots are escorted around 
Victoria and to Expo, said Parkinson.
Anyone wishing to view the planes can do so July 4. A 
second International Comanche Society fly-in will be 
hosted Sept. 19-21 at Victoria Airport.
NSMS awards
More than 300 North Saanich 
Middle School students from 
Grades 6, 7 and 8 \serc honored 
by classmates, parents and 
teachers with awards for ex­
cellence in closing ceremonies 
last week. Areas included 
scholarship, athletics, school 
.service, drama and citizenship.
The Social Sciences Chair­
man’s Award was won by 
Michelle Hansen; Joey Potter 
and Myriam Nelson shared the 
award for outstanding achieve­
ment in mathemtatics; Cer­
tificates of Merit in 
Mathematics were won by 
Cheryl Abbott, Janice Baldwin, 
Kirk Burnell, Willow Cassidy, 
Peter de Greef, Mark Hansen, 
Mike Kuzyk, and Heather 
Sadlish. ;
The school’s top honor, the 
Breckenfidge Award, was 
presented to Grade 8 student 
Amanda Morris for outstanding 
achievement ; inj academics, 
athletics, school service, and 
citizenship. Kelly McGregor, 
also in Grade 8, received the 
Norseman award for excellence 
in at least two of the areas 
already mentioned.
Sidney RCMP Sgt. Bob 
Bouck was on hand to present 
Cara Dickinson, Mary Gahan, 
and Scott Hendrson with the 
.school’s Gilizen.ship Award.
School band awards went to 
Mike Wallberg, Grade 6; 
Simone Stantoti, Grade 7; and 
Terry James, Grade 8. Terry 
James alwo won the Most Im­
proved Student Award as well 
as a brand itew award, the Don 
Honcyman Trophy, for ex­
cellence in athletics.
riic sclioors Dandelion 
Theatre Company also in­
stituted two new awards this 
year; the A.M. Robertson 
Stagecraft Award which went to 
Nicki Foster, and telr Dandelion 
Theatre Acting .Award which 
was won bv Cara Dickinson.
. you’vo discovorod the Carrington V/yalTri 
tfalicioM$ food at aKordable prices sorvod in 
eltsgnni atyle in a plotiBant relaxed at" 
mosphorw.







Sidney Lions honored Don 
Trivett with a Citizen of the 
Year award at the club’s annual 
Charter Night June 21.
“He was the leading light for 
Sidney Days, this year and 
last, ’ said Lions Club incoming 
president Andy Andrew.
Charter Night was attended
Trivett chosen citizen of year
by 80 guests and volunteers for 
the Sidney Lions-Review Food 
Bank and Christmas hamper 
projects were recognized.
Installation of new officers in 
the club was performed by 
District Governor Derrick 
Elcoate. Officers installed were: 
president, Andy Andrew; first
vice-president, Brandon Scott; 
second vice-president, Leo 
Fagan;- third vice-president 
Lloyd Silver; secretary. Bill 
Kendall; and treasurer, Howie 
Norquay.
Directors installed were: first
year, Dwight Friedmeyer and 
Bob Brumpton; second year, 
Tony Jenkins and Brian Proc­
tor.
John Davidge holds the office 
of Lion Tamer and Stan Randle 
is Tail Twister.
SPECIALIST IN SHARPENING: 
REEL MOWERS » ROTORY MOWERS 
• CHAIN SAWS • GREEN MOWERS
FREE PICK-UP & DELIVERY ON ALL 
TUNE UPS ON THE SAANICH PENINSULA
658-3882
5197 PAT BAY HWY.
(ACROSS FROM THE NEW BOAT HOUSE ON ELK LAKE)
rV
Watch the sun set behind the Malahat...it's the perfect set­
ting for enjoying a delicious dinner from our wide ranging 
menu.
652--2413 Brentwood Inn Resort 652-9515
4 LOCATIONS 
>ms EFHCfwt 
n m Loumss 
PRICES 
EFFECTIVE 
JULY 1. 2. 3 
«, 5, 6. 7
Summeiiime Savings
FOOD STORES
STORE HOURS:OUUU UC nUKUH 
M0H..£JkT. S LK.-a PJl SUN. »-7 
SUaiCNTM










































[(TrESH from the DEEP SEA
RED rtriQ BOSTON
SNAPPER 7^9 gLOE W
FILLET FILLET
S lb.
eresh lamb loin chops,.,3.99
FRESH LAMB LEG ROAST ,.,2.99 
BEEFS" STK. 99,?
VEAL PATTIES I...,. 6
COHO SALION SMALLSIZE
[hIb.




























































































RISE’N’SHINE CRYSTALS 3'(, PAK
THOMPSON SEEDLESS RAISIUS™, 
GOLDEN SEEDLESS PAISINS 7S0(
TETLEY TEA FLAVORS 30's 1 Hi DRY NAPKIN,S 170'.1.98 FRUIT STIX ASSTED

























































TODDLER SB’s w™ 
TODDLER PLUS 3D’s
ASSTED WITHOUT COUPON 1 U
SAVE $1.50 ill
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